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•Student Government

Three tickets declared for
new election, more expected

V61. 110 No. 69

Gone Fishin'

By Kristy
u
dolyt
o
:
.A1 4 Marrin
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campus senator. The University
tional taxes are scheduled to exShooting Club and Catharsis, an
pire this summer.
alternative newspaper,also received
Staff Writer
The senate itself is also looking
preliminary approval from the GSS.
at some serious budgetary probAttheir meetThe topic of budget cuts and lems
. The projected total budget
ing last night the raised fees was addressed by the
that the senate will have to work
General StudentSenate discussed the senate. Board of
Trustees repre- with next year is $307
,000. Clubs
budget situation and the new election sentative Wayne Mitch
ell said that and other boards that
are
eligible to
for Student Government leadership. our campus is takin
g the worst of receive money from
the
GSS reAsofTuesday,three tickets have the cuts, but felt that the
Chancel- quested approximately
$450
,000,
declared their candidacy for presi- lor's Office was not
he place to according to Diane Dosti
e, vice
dent and vice president of Student look for budget reduc
tion.
president of Financial Affairs.
Government:Craig Farnham is run"From our standpoint it seems
Final decisions on the budget
ning for president with David practical to look at admin
istration will be made at the senat
e meeting
Grover as his running mate.current for cuts. However,
the Chancel- April 20, and a repre
senta
tive of
President Brian Pike with Residents lor's Office does perf
orm some every club is required to
attend.
on Campus Vice President Chris necessary tasks that
aren't easily
A resolution to send letters to
LeClerc,and Senator Wendi Nault seen for the whole
UMaine sys- all the Hall Governing
Boards was
is a candidate for president without tem." said Mitchell.
passed. The letter will ask that
yr:
a running mate. However, all paThe senate was concerned by the HGB
's create a space for their hall
perwork and signatures are not due budget problems,and vowe
d notonly senator and try to prevent
having
until 3 p.m.today, and more candi- to fight budgetcuts and tuiti
on raises, meetings on Tuesday's when
•
.00
,
•
sendates are expected to be running.
but also any other raises in fees. The ators
cannot attend. This is intendCandidates night at the GSS, Cornprehensive Fee,Technolo
gy Fee ed to help facilitate communic
awhere senators are given a chance and Room and Board costs
have all tion between HGB's,the senat
ors
to meet the tickets and ask them been raised for next year.
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dnd their constituents.
questions, will be held next TuesAccording to Vice President
Another resolution passed that
day at the regular meeting. A debate Alvin Winslow, legislator
s in Au- will allow the Governmental
Prowill also be held next Wednesday, gusta have said that the unive
rsity cedures Committee to creat
e a
time and place to be announced.
would probably not sustain any Robe
rt's Rules of Order guide for
In other business, Brian Pelle- cuts this year ifthe temporar
y state senators in order to make GSS
tier was appointed as a new off- taxes were continued. The
Dave Wrobelski enjoys a stormy wee
addi- meetings more efficient.
kend by fly fishing on
the Penobscot River outside of Old
Town.(Lachowski photo.)
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•Environmental policy

MDEP investigates UMaine chemical sa

By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer

An invesugation prompted by
chemical problems at the University of Maine early this semester
have turned up several infringements in safety policy.
According to Thomas Cole,
director of facilities management,
the Maine DepartmentofEnvironmental Protection(MDEP)has given the university a"laundry list"of
complaintsinvolving chemicalson
campus.
The MDEP'sconcernscentered
around the accuracy of inventories, the integrity of records and
environmental safety.
Most of the problems listed by
the MDEP had been brought to the
attention of UMaine previously
through other inspections.
This time,the MDEP may mean
business.
"I guess I'm expecting a consent decree out of this," Cole said.
A consent decree is an official
document which administrative
organizations issue to ensure that
certain demands are met.
Chemical Laboratory and RaMembers of the Orono Haz-Mat team
at the incident that
diation Safety Officer John Mon prompted the MDEF's investigation of
UMaine. (Lachowski
arty added that he expected a fine,
photo.)
due to the university's lack ofcorn-

fety

pliance to the MDEP's former demands.
Moriarty said he didn't foresee
the university contending any of
the MDEP's fines or demands.
According to law,chemicals to
be disposed of can be stored up to
90 days. A contractor must come
in sometime before 90 days and
remove the chemical.
In some instances, Cole said,
the university's disposal contractor wouldn't take care of certain

chemicals. UMaine has gotten
around this problem by hiring a
second contractor, who will take
care of certain chemicals the original contractor couldn't handle.
According to Moriarty,switching from contractor to contractor
also alleviates the problem of getting all chemicals out on time. One
may be able to do the job when
another has a schedule conflict.
Sec MDEP on page -

•UMaine diet

Downsizing plan to be
published next week
UMaine President Fred
Hutchinson will release a draft of
his downsizing plan at two public
sessions for the. ijniversity community on Thursday, April 15.
HIrtchinson will presentthe proposal and answer questions during
the one-hour sessions in Hauck
Aiklitorium. The times for the sessions will be announced laser.
The presidents and vice presidents will also schedule briefings
for the people who report direct
)
to them to explain how the pro-

posed plan could affect their respective units.
During the following 10 days,
the administrative team will solicit
responses and suggestionsfrom the
University community and will
hold at least two discussion sessions with the Faculty Senate.
Hutchinson expects to release
his final downsizing plan the first
week in May. Some elements of
the final plan will be effective on
adoption and others will be phased
in gradually.

The Maine Campus, Wednes

day, April 7, 1993
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•Weapons leak

German army criticized for lo
sses

•

German army called on to explain thefts and

escapes

• Anniversary of Yugoslavian civil war
• Chinese airliner hijacked to Taiwan
,
•Anniversary

Serbia, Croatia warring for one year

BERLIN(AP)— Lothar Luft
got life for killing his wife,girl
friend and motherSARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzagovina(AP)— Sarajevo
in-law. Seven years later, he
marked its first anni
got out of prison, riding thro
ve . •
ugh
its
brok
en
gate
stolen armored personnel
s in a
of war Tuesday with peace in Bosnia seeming as remote as ever
carrier.
. A U.N. aid conv
Hours later and 190 miles awa
o;
arrived in Srebrenica, where thousands of Muslims have sou
y,thieves broke into three rail
ght refuge from a Serbcars laden with thousands offensive.
of guns. They selected 50
automatic weapons and fled.
. The hapless victim of these
U.N. oflicials denied that the evacuation of sick and wounde
two Sunday crimes was the
d from Srebrenica was
German army. which is being helping Bosn
forced to explain why it seems
ian Serbs "ethnically cleanse" the region of Muslims.
to be leaking military equipm
ent.
Defense Ministry spokesman
Bosnia's commander pulled out of talks with Serb and
Hans-Dieter Wichter told repo
Croat military counteip
rters in Bonn on Monday because of reported figh
ans
that thefts do happen occasion
ting by Serbs encircling Srebrenica.
ally.
•'One cannot prevent such
After a delay on the Serbia-Bosnia border, supposedly
things from going astray fro
due to a local holiday.
m time to time," he said.
thefts were the latest in a nati
an IStruc
k U.N. convoy crossed the Drina River and arrived at
on bristling with leftover armame
midday in Srebrenica,
nts from the departing Soviet Vesna Grub
army and the defunct East Ger
said
acie, a spokeswoman for the U.N. High Commis
man military.
sioner for Refugees
Last month,authorities raided
in
Belg
rade
.
an east German apartment and fou
nd Soviet aircraft rockets.
On Dec. 20, armed robbers
She
said
nine
truc
wer
ks
e unloading food, detergent and blankets
overpowered three guards at a
. The remaining
German army base near nine were wait
Potsdam and and stole a smal
ing outside the eastern town until an orde
l arsenal of machine guns, rifl
rly
evac
es
uati
and
on could be
bazo
okas
.
In September, Berlin police fou
organized.
nd anti-tank weapons, hand gren
ades
and
guns stockpiled by rightist extremists.
"We want to avoid a stampede," she said.
The black market is flooded with
In two evacuations last week,nine people were crus
such weapons,and there are susp
hed to death as they rushed to
icions some are being trucks or en rout
funneled to former Yugoslavia.
hoard
e to safety.
The 20-ton armored personnel
Ther
wer
e
e no official observances in Sarajevo to mar
carrier that freed Luft was take
k the first year of siege that
n from a west German last April 6, whe
garrison near Marburg,north of
began
n Serbs fired at peace demonstrators in the
Frankfurt. The thief used bolt cutt
capital and the former Yugo
ers
to
brea
k a security lock. republic of Bosnia-Herz
Its unknown driver then blasted
sla‘
egovina gained U.N. recbgnition.
through four heavy,metal gates at
Svinvalmsrack prison. The
52-year-o1d Luft,vvho staged his
Sinc
then
e
, Bosnian officials say at least 134,000 peop
killing spree in 1986,quickly hopp
le have died or disappeared
rclinside the tank-like vehicle.
in
the conflict.
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•Resignation

WorldDigest

Archbishop iniplicated
in sex scandal, resigns
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope
John Paul II
accepted the resignation Tuesda
y of the archbishop
of Santa Fe, who has been impl
icated in a major sex
scandal.
Archbishop Robert F. Sanchei
had asked John Paul to
accept the resignation submitte
d last month
The Vatican said the pope appo
inted Bishop Michael J.
Sheehan of Lubbock, Texas. as
acting head of the Santa Fe
archdiocese.
Seven women have alleged they
had sex with Sanchez.
Sanche7 had issued a statement
asking forgiveness for
any pain caused bv the allegati
ons, but has neither confirmed or denied them_
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Two Chinese force plane
to Taiwan at gunpoint
IMPEL Taiwan (AP) -- Two
armed Chinese
men hijacked a domestic airliner
car rying 198 people to Taiwan Tuesday and were
taken into custody
w ithout incident after requesti
ng asylum, officials said.
No one was reported hurt.
The hijackers told authorities
they were able to smuggle handguns onto the plane in
Shenzhen. a special economic zone near Hong Kong, by
mixing them with toy
weapons and chocolates in a box
. The plane was bound for
Beijing.

4

Huang Huei-ho. deputy director
of Taiwan's Civil
Aeronautics Administration, said
the hijackers would be
prosecuted in Taiwan.
"We are against violence . . and
the hijackers will he
dealt with according to law ," Hua
ng said.
Under Taiwan law, hijackers
could face the death
penalty. But analysts said leniency
could he granted.
Government spokesman Jason
Hu said the two gave
Taiwanese authorites a stat
ement that condemned the
Communist governm.-nt in China.
The plane.. its crews f 13 and the 185
passengers later in
the day flew on to Cant in. China.
Two Polish passengers
and an Indonesian were a Tong thos
e reported on hoard.
The hijackers were ide,aified
as Liu Bao-cai. 23, a.
seafood salesman, and Huang Shu
-gang, 24, an employee
of a state-run steel company, both
from Hebei province in
northern China.

•Court-martial

•Survivors!

US Marine found guilty
ofassault for shooting Salvadoran jetliner
s,lands on houses
two Somali teen-agers crashe
MOGADI
6 jetlGUinerATEMALA CITY (AP) -- A Sal`atit'r•in

5

SHU,Somalia(AP)— A
court-martial
convicted a Marine of assault
Tuesday for shooting
two Somali teen-agers afte
r one grabbed the prescription sunglasses off his
face.
Marine Gunnery Sgt. Harry
Conde.,33, was lowered
one
grade in rank and fined $1,706,
his monthly base pay.
He
could have received up to 10
years in prison and a
dish
onorable discharge
Conde had claimed self-defense
. saying he fired a 40m
m
shotgun shell Feb.2 because he
thought he was heir,g anac
ked.
'It'sjust ironic how you com
e to restore hope," a
tearful
Conde said afterward,referrin
g to Operation Restore Hope
.,
the reatagon's name for the
mission in Somalia. "Wh
o's
going to ramore my hope? It's
ironic that you come here
to
relieve victims, hut you leave a
victim."

crashed into two houses near Guatemala
City's international airport on
Monday. Three people
on the ground were
reported missing, hut 235 people NA erc
evacuated safely from the
plane, fire officials said.
Thejet,from Salvador
's national airline TACA,crashed
while trying to land at
La Aurora International Airport.
firefighters said. It was
identified as a Boeing-made aircraft.
but the model was not
immediately. known.
Fire Department spokes
man Fernando Romero said one
chiid aboard the plan
e was inured and taken to a hospital. t was
not immediately clea
r how mans people were aboard the plane
Both houses were dest
royed, said firefighters.
In Los Angeles,a
TACA representative at the international airport said its flig
ht from San Salvador tot Als Angeles did
not arrive for a
stopover in Guatemala City- as scheduled. but
said she had no deta
ils on yv hat had happened to it
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Wednesday, April 14th and
Thursday, April 15th
Hauck Auditorium • 7:30 PM
Admission Fee $2.00
Advanced ticket sales at the Off
ice of Multicultural and Spec
ial Programs
Center for Student Services,
Memorial Union, 3rd Floor
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•Column

Sex Matters
Q: Sonc of the women
I have slept with have not
been able to reach orgasm
and others have. Why is
that? Male,Senior
A: Every person is
unique. What is a"turn-on"
for one person, may not be so for another. I
don't believe there is a magic universal forniula that leads to orgasm for every woman.
You may want to explore with your partners
ss hat is satisfying for each of them and what
they desire. This may increase your sexual
repertoire and lead you to some new discoveries about yourself as well.

by Sandy Caron
Q: Why are guys who are virgins embarrassed to admit it? Female,Sophomore
A: Virginity doesn't seem to be a very
popular category for either men or women to
be in these days. For men especially, we
give many, many social messages to boys as
they are growing up to be competent, to be
knowledgeable, and to be in chiuge—in
such areas as sports, social performance,
etc. Thus, in this way, young men assume
they are supposed to know and be competent
in everything—even in sexual matters—
before they have the experience. Everyone
is a beginner sometime. There is a first time
and that can be very special.

Q: How can I get someone to notice
me? This guy doesn't even realize I'm
alive. Female, Sophomore
A: I'm wondering if, when you say
you want the person to notice you, you
also want him to like you? As you probably already know, one cannot force another person to like (or love) him or her.
Attraction to another person is a complex
phenomena, based on prior experiences,
unconscious needs, and cultural heritage.
Generally speaking, people who share similar interests are more likely to develop
friendships. Consider what it is about this
person that you find attractive. Are you

attracted to this person because you know
that you share similar interests, in
which
case you have a basis for conversation.
Or, are you attracted to this person by
some relatively superficial quality, such
as looks or status, that gives you little
insight into the real person.

Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Professor of Family Relations in the School of
Human Development. She teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Dr.
Caron should be sent directly to The Maine
Campus, basement ofLord Hall. Copyright
Sandra L Caron, 1993.

•Environment

Orono now has curbside recycling program
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
"The residents of Orono now have to go
no further than their doorsteps to help the
environment.
After months of hard planning and the
twice-changing of town managers. Orono
has instituted a curbside recycling pickup
program for its residents.
Last month a one-year contract was
settled with Sawyer Environmental, a
Bangor-operated waste management company. Every other week. Sawyer will pick
up properly separated recyclable materials,
including glass, aluminum and paper,from
bins which were distributed to residents
before the new program took off.
The force mainly responsible for getting the bins out, as well as organizing the
whole program and off the ground, is the
town-appointed Orono Recycling Committee. This four-member crew was formed

late last year under former town manager
Mary Casiotti.
Committee member Beverly Styrna said
Casiotti "picked the ball up and ran with it."
She also credits Casiotti's successor, Wanda Thomas, with working with the committee to see the program's plans expand, and
current Town Manager Gerry Kempen. for
fine-tuning the deal with Sawyer, which
was agreed upon just days after he assumed
the office.
The most pleasing part of setting up.
Styrna said, was the amount of community
involvement. When it was time for the thousands of bins to be distributed among Orono's populace, a Herculean task indeed,
over 100 volunteer workerscame forth,largely from local schools, Boy and Girl Scouts
and the university.
"It was very exciting for me... seeing
these people work together with big smiles
on their faces," Styrna said.
The bin distribution process was as care-

'verron
in
Concert
Aprif 17, 1993
(Hauck Auditorium
Xemortaf(Union
8:00 TX
Admission $8.00

fully panned and executed as any military' to analyze the success of the program in its
strike, according to Robin Kruger. also on first month, Styrna said. She also hopes it
the committee. Using town tax and planning will continue to function in the future to
maps as their guide, the four committee keep public interest in recycling as strong
members each took a quarter of the town, as it is now.
figured out how many bins each residence
within would require, and split up.
On the weekend of March 13, they set •Distant early warning
their volunteers to work,dropping recycling
bins off at every house and building on their
lists, nearly completing the work before
they took a break for that weekend's "storm
of the century."
Sawyer reported it was surprised at the
amount of reusable waste, just over seven
tons, they harvested during the first and so
far only pickup last month, according to
Kempen.
NEW YORK(AP)— The World Trade
Styrna said the only problem reported
Center bombing could have been prevented
with this initial pickup was people tended
if U.S. officials had heeded Egypt's warnnot to separate their glass by color, as Saw- ings
about the network of fundamentalist
yer wanted.
Muslims living in America, Egyptian PresThe recycling committee is still intact
ident Hosni Mubarak said Sunday.
"It could have been ptevented if you had
listened to our advice," Mubarak said in an
interview published in The New York Times
on Monday.
Asked if the United States was given
information about specific individuals and
mosques, he said: "That's right. And this
information has been exchanged with Amerkin intelligence." He declined to gise further details.
Mubarak, who arrived in Washington
(anday to meet with President Clinton. also
;d he would not seek to have Sheik AbdelRahman extradited to Egypt.
Thefundamentalistcleric has been described
as the spiritual leader ofa radical Muslim group
bent on overthrowing Mubarek's government.
AtxieI-Rahntan also preached at mosques in the
New York area attended by the bombing suspects, authorities said.
In 1982, the sheik was tried and acquitted in the assassination of Mubaralc's predecessor, Anwar Sadat. He managed to gain
entry into the United States, which now is
trying to deport him.
"Oh, keep him in your country!"
Mnbarek said."We don't need Abdel-Rahman. You accepted him in you: country' —
keep him!"
Mubarak said he will urge Clinton to take
stronger measures against internationai termrists, particularly those backed by Islamic fundamentalist groups. He blamed the wave of
terrorism in his country in part on Iran, which
& Special Programs
is employing veterans who fought with Af-

Advanced ticket sales at the Office of Multicultural
Center for Student Services, Memorial Union, 3rd Floor • 581-142S

Egyptian
president says
US warned
about terrorism

ghan guerillas in their U.S.-backed ar against
the Communist government in Kabul.

•
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CAPS trying to provide cost effective services
By Ryan Robbins

with punch card readers. The first systemwide use of the computing center was processing the payroll, which took place in
Mention the word decentralization to 1969, Johnson estimated. Until that time,
people at Computing and Data Processing the computing center was an entity of only
Services and you're likely to hear the phrase the Orono campus.
"cost-effective" in the ensuing discussion
"I came in '68," Johnson said."At that
Is decentralization cost-effective? This point, people were essentially using punch
is the question brought up often times in the (aids and taking them to the glass house.
computing world. Machines can run faster, We had Fort Kent at one end and Southern
store more information - all while taking Maine at the other."
up much less space. But is it cost-effective?
Johnson said the answer to bringing
Located at the Orono campus, CAPS both ends of the university system closer,
provides computing services to the entire was to develop centralized computing at
I vniversity of Maine System CAPS' IBM the Orono campus.
,aainframe computer handles much of the
"The MacAct is a good example of onsystem's computing load. And with its pro- campus computing," Norbert said. "Other
cessors worth an estimated "couple million campuses have done similar things. We
dollars" by Operations Manager Walter encourage it."
Norbert, some might say it's too expenNorbert said some aspects of decentralsive. Especially when CAPS last fiscal ization aren't good. Administrath e funcyear budget was $3.3 million.
tions like registration, he said, are tasks
CAPS Director Jeremy Johnson said better done centrally because it is necesequipment for decentralization exists, but sary for the campuses to interact with one
prices are still too high.
another.
"You can do more on smaller machines
"One of the nice things about being able
than when we were instituted, and in fact to network is it means that it's not so
we're using smaller machines as we go," important where your processing power
Johnson said."But, stuff is slower in com- is," Norbert said."Whether you're in southing" than people think.
ern Maine or right here on the Orono cam"I'm not all sure it's economical for the pus, this machine(mainframe)feels just as
university system,"Johnson said. He point- close because of the speed of the network."
ed out that software licensing costs are
The mainframe can accommodate more
being kept at a minimum with the current than 700 users at a time, Norbert said.
system.
Some functions of the mainframe, like
"I think you get better service," John- electronic mail, Norbert said, could be run
son said of a decentralized environment. on smaller machines by themselves. But
"But cheaper than a terminal, there's no because the mainframe is there, it is conway that's going to be."
tinuing to handle electronic mail.
CAPS was created in the early 1960s to
A big advantage of centralization is
centralize computing for the university sys- data security, Gerald Dube, CAPS associtem as a whole when Wingate Hall was ate director said. If people are off doing
home to two accounting machines. Origi- their own things, he said, how can one be
nal projects of the computing center were sure data is being properly backed up and
generating class lists and class schedules stored?
Staff Writer

I want a Wiseco big bore kit, and
a pair of Metzlers

ups, Norbert said,are kept.for a "number of
months."
Projects not associated with all seven
campuses are run on the individual campuses' computers, Norbert said. An example
would be student housing and dining data.
Norbert,Johnson and Dube agreed they
don't see any serious plans for mass decentralization in the near future.
"When you get the software into it and
the people into it, it is unlikely that widely
distributed solutions are going to be cheaper," Johnson said.

OUTREACH
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.

On-Campus Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Awareness Weekly Video Program
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APRIL 7.28,1993 • Student Video Channel 10 • Wednesdays • 7PM
On-Campus Program Guide
April 7th
THE GAY 90s: Sex, Power, and Influence
Maria Shriver hosts this documentary exploring the increased political and
economic clout of gays and lesbians as well as the rise in a backlash of hatred
and violence toward them. She talks with many lesbian and gay individuals and
couples about fear, coming out, marriage, partner benefits, and having and
raising children. In addition, she examines the impact of people with high
visibility and influence,politically and economically,coming out as homosexuals
and supporting the gay rights movement around the country. (60 minutes)

OUT IN AMERICA
April 14th
This program features a roundtable discussion on national gay and lesbian
issues. Panelists including educators, members of the clergy, legal experts,
activ ists and politiciansexchange Niews on discrimination against homosexuals.
their struggle for civil rights,the impact of AIDS,and other topics.This program
also includes a cover story comparing the discrimination faced by the gay
community to the prejudice which gave rise to the civil rights movement and
allowed for the Holocaust. (60 minutes)
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"If you went around and looked, what
you might find is that their backups are in
tape cabinets right next to the machine,"
Dube said."So if the whole place blew up,
they'll probably go with the machine."
Each night CAPS backs up files which
have changed from the previous day. Each
week the entire system is backed up with
the tapes sent to an off-campus site. Norbert estimated there are between 80 and 90
gigabytes ofdata stored on the mainframe's
hard drives. A gigabyte equals one billion
bytes, or one billion text characters. Back-

be
THE MAINE MASQUE THEATRE AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE/DANCE PRESENT:

EDROOrl WTI
AKE
BY ALAN AYCKBOURN

HAUCK AUDITORIUM,
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
APRIL 8, 9 & 10 AT 8PM
APRIL 9 & 11 AT 2PM
TICKETS S6
STUDENTS FREE WI I.D.
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
CALL 581-1755.

K.11

TONGUES UNTIED
April 21st
Through the use of poetry,music,personal reminiscence,staged drama and film
clips, this program explores gay black identity. Filmmaker Marlon Riggs
chronicles life as both a racial and sexual outcast, and charts the long process
which led him from denial to affirmation. (60 minutes)
April 28th
KIEV BLUES
This program features several interviews with lesbians and gay men in Kiev
who have taken great risks to reveal their stories to an American audience.This
film cannot be shown in any Eastern European countries or the former Soviet
Repoblic. These articulate men and women speak about their lives, fears,
encounters with blackmail, government harassment. and family rejection. Yet
one of the positive results from trusting Heather MacDonald, an American
filmmaker,is that they have broken through their self-imposed anonymity. In
this way they have become acquainted with each other, and have been able to
form the nucleus of a group working for change. (30 minutes)

For information about on-campus viewing locations please contact.

I

Office of Multicultural & Special Programs.
Centin for Siudent Services, Memorial Union
(207)581-1425 or 581-1405 0
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•Starvation

UMaine students working to end state hunger
By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
"Food is a right and iot a privilege,"
said Lee Hamel, who is determined to do
something to make sure all people in Maine
get the food they deserve.
Senior social work students Hamel,
Sarah Brown. Sue Frost, Liz Davids and
Sarah Fournier are working to raise money
for the Maine Coalition for Food Security,
or MCFS.
According to a coalition newsletter.
"food security exists when everyone has
access to enough food for an active,healthy
life, and is able to obtain that food through
normal market channels." In Maine, many
children are not able to get enough food.
Exact statistics on the number of hungry
children in Maine will be released in May,
when a statewide study of the issue conducted by the Maine Nutrition Council and
UMaine's Margaret Chase Smith Center for
Public Policy will be finished. Regardless of
the precise number,the group's student supporters say it is a serious problem.
Hamel said while many people picture
hungry childten as those in Somalia. Calcutta. or other extremely poor places.
Maine's hungry children "are being infected in a lot of ways that aren't as obvious." They tend to have chronic illnesses,
are underdeveloped, unmotivated and will
be unprepared to enter the work force as
adults.
The social work students are working to
support MCFS as a class project. They are

U Maine senior social work students Susan Frost, Lee Hamel,Sarah Fournier, Sarah Brown,and Liz Davids.(Boyd photo.)
engaged in fundraising in an effort to buy a
video monitor for the coalition to use in its
presentations. The group's activities include a letter to be sent out to local clergy
this week, asking for support from the
various congregations.
Fournier. a resident assistant in Colvin
Hall, said she thinks ignorance about the
extent of hunger in Maine is a real problem.
"People would be really willing to help if
they knew," she said. The group is hoping
if people become aware of the problem,
they will give what they can,even in these
tight economic times.
The students are not members of MCFS,
although some ofthem might become members after graduation."w hen we get our ow r,

lives straightened out." They are acting voluntarily as its representatives on campus.
Hamel said people should write to their
representatives asking them not to vote for
spending cuts in food aid programs,as that
would make the problem of hunger even
worse.
The students said MCFS,a coalition of
various organizations which is becoming a
membership organization, needs members.

•Psychoactive

Alleged international
conspiracy in Maine
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — A Bangor
man pleaded innocent Tuesday to charges
that he was part of an international conspiracy' to import marijuana by sailboat. His
alleged accomplices included a fugitive from
the Caribbean and suspectsfrom North Carolina, Wisconsin and Florida.
Timothy Meucci, an employee at a local bowling alley, was charged with six
others in a secret indictment over a 1989
drug bust in which 5,000 pounds ofColumbian marijuana were found on a sailboat in
Mount Desert Island.
The indictment. retu-ned by grand jury

GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK
APRIL 12-17, 1993

financial donations, and volunteers to carry out its various activities.
Membership dues are $10 per person
and $25 per organization. If people want to
be members but "for some reason can't
pay, it's not a problem," Hamel said.
People wanting to become members or
volunteers can phone Pam Simor at 8663462 or write MCFS at P.O. Box 493.
Orono, Me,04473.

last fall, was made public last week.
Meucci and the other defendants were accused of conspiring to buy Columbian marijuana. A court document alleged that the defendants
brought in the contraband by sailboat to Maine
from a Colombian motherNhip in the Can
Sea A command post was allegedly set up in a
tented cottage in Pretty Marsh. Maine.
If convicted, Meucci and his alleged
cohorts face a maximum 10-year prison
sentence and a $2 million fine on each
count: Conspiracy to import and distribute
marijuana and importation and distribution
of marijuana.
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SIVE. AND PERSISTENT FEAR OF HOMOSEXUALITY. THE
ULTIMATE EXPRESSION OF THIS FEAR IS SEEN IN THE
BRUTAL BEATINGS OR MURDERS OF SUSPECTED OR KNOWN
HOMOSEXUALS. HOMOPHOBIA IS ALSO EXPRESSED BY
RIDICULING HOMOSEXUALS WITH JOKES OR DEROGATORY
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•Showing

Maine lobbying for jet Collection of print art
engine manufacturer
on display at MCA

EAST HARTFORD,Conn.(AP)— Gov.
John R. McKernan says a lobbying effort to
save 1,500jobs at the Pratt & Whitney plant
in North Berwick, Maine, allowed Maine
officials to spell out some of the ways in
which the state can help business.
But the governor said the jet-engine
maker made no commitments and gave no
indication about whether the plant will be
targeted in a cutback expected to be announced in six to eight weeks.
The governor said Monday's meeting
lasted about an hour and a half and involved
executives from both Pratt & Whitney and
its corporate parent, United Technologies.
McKernan said other states were making
similar lobbying efforts and it was important for Maine to remind corporate decisionmakers about state programs in such areas as
job training and reducing energy costs.
"We thought we ought to get down there

NIDEP

from page 1

Moriarty. said UMaine ran into problems
with organization as the federal and state regulations increased in number and complexity.
Moriarty and others must now try to
mature theirdepartments to meet the present
administrative needs.
One way Moriarty is doing this is by
establishing a real-time, remotely- accessible computer to be used by facilities management, local fire departments and other
agencies to accurately document all chemicals presently in UMaine's storage facility.
Moriarty is also on a "campaign" to
collect all old compressed gas c,annisters on
campus. He has sent out notices to all labc.
set deadlines on removal and has travelled
from building to building looking for these
potential dangers.
One case in Aubert Hall involved a lab
which is no longer used. Two containers in
the lab held hydrofluoric acid, and one held
sulfur tetrafluoride.
All the containers were in relatively good
shape,but the newest was about 20 years old.
These days, most containers are rented,
and can be returned when they are empty.
The containers in Aubert are so old that
returning them is not an option.
The professor who was in charge of the
lab in Aubert has retired. Moriarty had the
defunct lab locked so professors or students
wouldn't try to clean it. He and a contractor
then went in and took care of the cannisters.
Another state agency, the Maine Emergency Management Agency(MEMA),is also
taking interest in UMaine's problems.
Not only has MEMA requested a complete inventory of extremely hazardous
materials be provided by UMaine, but they
also demand that an emergency response
plan also be developed.
Moriarty's concern is that MEMA requires a separate plan to be designed for
each chemical which exceeds a certain allowance on campus.
Many chemicals exceed the set allowances,but most are spread out over the entire
campus.
"If you knock over a bottle in Aubert,
there won't be a big mushroom cloud over
the university." Moriarty said.
Many departments are now inventorying their chemical supplies, at Moriarty's
request. While most see this as an ir.convenience, many understand it is just a way of
keepmg 1'Maine's community safe.

and make sure they understood that Maine
has been good to Pratt& Whitney and Pratt &
Whitney has been good to Maine," he said.
Pratt & Whitney has announced its intention to consolidate some of its facilities
and eliminate 10,000 jobs by next year. It
also said it plans to close 5 million square
feet of factory and office space.
Pratt & Whitney operates nine facilities
in Connecticut,Maine,Florida and Georgia.
It had more than 40,000 employees at the
start of the year.
The governor wasjoined by Senate President Dennis Dutremble and Assistant Senate Minority Leader David Carpenter to
drive home the importance ofthejobs to the
Maine economy.
McKernan said his state has been developing policies and programs that would
boost the North Berwick plant that produces
blades, vanes and stators for jet engines.
"Pratt & Whitney is faced with a competitive marketplace which is forcing them
to become an increasingly lean and productive operation," McKernan said in a
statement.

By Johanna Rice
Volunteer Writer
"The Modern Art of Print," a University
of Maine Museum of Art exhibit, was on
display at the Maine Center for the Arts.
This exhibit consisted of works from
many well known modern printmakers,
Robert Rauschenberg,Ilya Bolotowsky and
Kim Lim, to name a few.
The collection spanned different forms
of printmaking, highlighting many examples of photographic lithography,geometric
abstraction and optical illusions.
Rauschenberg, one of America's most
important printmakers, employs the technique of photographic lithography in his
works. Lithography is the process of producing an image on a flat,speciallyrprepared
surface in such a way it will absorb and print
with special ink.
Rauschenberg used this technique to introduce imagesfrom everyday sources,such
as newspapers, video clips and advertisements into his work. By manipulating these
images, and infusing them with different

colors, he created these prints which draw
the viewers attention to our modern society.
In his work,"Bazaar", pictures of modern life, such as a clothing store and a food
market,were combined with a picture of life
in the country. These pictures aie infused
and connected together with pieces of cloth
dyed red, white and blue. This piece shows
the diversity and yet interconnectedness of
American life.
llya Bolotowsky used the technique of
geometric shape in her series ofsix prints. Her
art work features a central geometric shape
with other smaller,different shapes which are
strategically placed around the main shape.
Her works are characterized by very colorful geometric shapes printed on a white canvas.This main shape is then filled with smaller
different colored shapes, giving the viewer a
sense of looking through a tunnel to infinity.
Other artists, such as Kim Lim, created
works which produce stubble optical illusions. Carefully arranged colored configurations can create optical illusions, where
the viewer is provided with many different
ways of seeing the art.

We cete *aka lig &Ike.
Find out how your degree in math, science, nursing,
agriculture, forestry, or engineering can be put to work overseas
as a Peace Corps Volunteer by attending our
on-campus events.

Info Table

Info Meeting

Interviews

Wed.. April 7
Memorial Union
10-5

Wed.. April 7
1912 Room
Memorial Union
7pm

Thurs., April 8
Career Center
9-4

Peace Corps
Still the toughest job you'll ever love
800-648-8052

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
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•Space shuttle

•Florida

Countdown halted 11
Govern
or
pledges
help
e
seconds before launch
to foreign tourists
MIAMI (AP) — Florida's bad-boy,
"Miami 'Vice" image helped make it a
touriFi raecca for sun followers around the
globe. Now that picture — brought to life
by deadly attacks on foreign tourists —
may keep visitors and iheii dollars away.
Gov. Lawton Chiles said Monday he
would ask for federal help in battling the
state's new reputation as a danger zone.
The move came in the wake of the brutal
killing of a German woman — the seventh
foreign visitor killed in Florida since November.
Moments after the governor spoke,
three Danish women were the victims of a
smash-and-grab robbery nearby. No one
was injured and police arrested a 24-yearold man who threw a spark plug through
the window of a rental car the women were
driving.
Such attacks make headlines overseas
and in Canada, threatening Florida's $28
billion-a-year tourist industry.
Barbara Jensen Meller got lost Friday
after leaving the Miami airport in a rented
car. She was struck from behind by another vehicle. When she got out to inspect the
damage.she was attacked while her mother and two young children watched.

The Medical Examiner listed the cause
of death as a crushing head injury c.aused
when the assanants drove over her.
Chiles said he would ask U.S. Attorney
General Janet Reno,a former prosecutor in
Miami, whether such crimes fail under the
new federal cadacking statute.
But he said he didn't know what aid, if
any, it would bring if they did.
He also said he would urge the state
Legislature to consider eliminating special
rental car license plates, which bear the
word "lease" and have numbers beginning with •'Y'• or "Z," snaking tourists
easily identifiable.
The governor extended an executive
order to stop issuing the special rental car
plates by 60 days.
And local officials unveiled new street
signs with international symbols to direct
tourists to beaches and the airport, as well
as a plan to create visitor-direction centers
at fast food outlets and other popular atractions by July 1.
The German government said Monday it
was "deeply shocked" by Meller's killing
—the third ofa German tourist in Florida this
season — and that it plans to work out
recommendations for German tourists.
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Single Item
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154 Park St., Orono 866-5505

Single Item

Large
Single Item
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Pizzas

$2.99
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$7.99

Not valid with
any other offer.

Not valid with
any other offer

Not valid with
any other offer

Expires 4/1 1/93.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Space shuttle Discovery was loaded up and
ready to go today on a mission to study the
Earth's protective ozone layer, but with only
seconds left before liftoff the computers
said no.
Computer data indicated a valve had not
closed. NASA engineer Stuart McClung
said if the shuttle had blasted off with the
valve open,hydrogen fuel could have spilled
out of the orbiter and ignited, causing an
explosion.
He added, however,that engineers think
the valve did close properly, despite the
computer readings, and that a bad circuit
might be to blame.
This is the second time in two weeks that
a shuttle countdown has ended abruptly in
the final few seconds before launch. Columbia's main engines shut down three seconds
before liftoff on March 22.
Discovery's three main engines were
less than five seconds away from igniting
this morning when on-board computers
detected a problem with the valve in the
main propulsion system. The countdown
had stopped automatically with 11 seconds
to go.
"The system worked just like it was
supposed to — again," McClung said.
The four men and one woman aboard
Discovery appeared frustrated and forced
smiles as they emerged from the shuttle
about 45 minutes after the countdown
stopped.
"It was a noble attempt," launch controller James Toohey told the astronauts.
"We'll see you another day."
Deputy shuttle director Brewster Shaw
another launch attempt could come as early
as Thursday should the problem simply require a change in computer programming.

But if technicians have to enter tht.. engine compartment for repairs, liftoff could
be delayed until next week, Shaw said.
"We've had a couple of relatively minoi
hardware problems, which is to be expected
in a program of this complexity," a testy
Shaw told reporters."We' Ideal with those
and then we'll go fly."
Immediately after the countdown was
halted, NASA sprayed water up at Discovery's three main engines to keep them cool
and began draining the more than 500,000
gallons of fuel from the external tank.
Just hours before Discovery's countdown
ended in failure, shuttle director Thomas
Utsman acknowledged that NASA has "hit
a surge of problems" in recent weeks.
"What's behind it?" he asked,throwing
up his hands. "Human factor?"
Discovery was supposed to lift off at
132 a.m. EDT,but NASA held the clock at
the nine-minute mark for an hour because of
high crosswinds and a problem with a temperature sensor for an engine valve.
Despite Air Force reports that the crosswinds still exceeded safety limits, launch
officials resumed the countdown after resolving the sensor problem and were stunned
when the countdown clocks automatically'
stopped 11 seconds before liftoff.
Only one shuttle has gone into orbit so
far in 1993, a year in which NASA had
planned to fly eight missions. Columbia's
science mission was pushed into late April
after last month's aborted takeoff.
Discovery's eight-day flight was to be
the second in a series of atmospheric research projects by NASA.
Scientists fear the stratospheric ozone
layer, a shield against dangerous ultraviolet
rays, is being consumed by human-made
pollutants and possibly volcanic gases.

Prepare for Summer Employment Bartending Course
Ma
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Black Bear Inn, Orono, April 19 & 20,6-10pm.
$125 Registration Fee April 19 from 5:30-6pm
or call(902)443-8776.

461c\
Wado Ryu—Full Contact Karate Style

_John R. Mooney, Instructor
3rd Degree Black Belt, trained in Philippines,
former AKB Welterweight Champion

NO*

Classes
Tuesday 6: Thursday 5-6pm
Saturday 12-1pm
Children's classes
Tuesday & Thursday 6:30-8:30pm
Formal classes, ages 13 and up
Saturday 1-3pm
Street justice, Sparring 6( Street Fighting
techniques
Ages 13 and up
525 to $35 per month, family rates available
-19 Haymarket Square Fitness Center
Bangor
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•Maine

Report suggests ways to boost state worker morale
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— A new report says state workers feel overworked,
unappreciated and insecure in their jobs.
In releasing the report Monday, Gov.
John R. McKernan acknowledged morale
problems exist and said he's anxious to
begin the healing process.
But a leader of the largest state-worker
union said the real solution is adequate wages, benefits and job security.
"Until these basic problems are addressed,
the rest would be ineffective at best," Carl
Leinonen, executive director of the Maine
State Employees Association, wrote in the
latest edition of the union newspaper.
The governor said some steps have already been taken to rebuild morale, which
has deteriorated during the past two years
because of layoffs,forced days off and state
shutdown days that have been part of the
administration's response to relentless revenue shortfalls.
In a contract proposal advanced in No-

•Violence

State trooper
shoots drug
suspect
SANFORD, Maine(AP) — An undercover state trooper shot a suspected drug
dealer while attempting to arrest the man on
cocaine trafficking charges,authorities said
yecterday.
Carl E. Nimes, 37, of Sanford, was shot
around 8:45 p.m. Monday outside a gas
station on Main Street. said Stephen McCausland, spokesman for the state Department of Public Safety.
Himes was under police guard this morning at Goodall Hospital, where he was in
stable condition with a gunshot wound to the
arm. Arraignment was expected today at the
hospital, McCausland said.
Trooper Stephen Shea,who was assigned
to the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency,
fired after Nimes displayed a weapon, said
Brian MacMaster,head ofthe state attorney
general's investigations division.
Shea was among a team of four drug
enforcement agents who were attempting to
arrest Himes when the shooting took place,
McCausland said. Neither Shea nor any of
the three other agents involved in the arrest
was injured.
Louis Melanson,who was working alone
at Melanson's Garage,said three cars drove
up and boxed in a blue Pontiac Trans Am
that had stopped to get $5 of gas.
Melanson said three armed men dressed
in plain clothes jumped out of the cars and
ordered the occupants of the Trans Am to
get out of the car.
Melanson said he heard a gunshot, but
couldn't remember which agent fired it. He
later saw one of the agcnts reach into the
Trans Am and take what appeared to be a
silver revolver from the seat.
A team of investigators from the attorney general's officer was sent to the scene
late Monday night.
Shea has been placed on aiministiative
leave pending the outcome of the investigation. The attorney general's office investigates all incidents in which a police officer
uses deadly force in Maine.

vember, the administration asked the
10,000 workers represented by the Maine
State Employees Association to take 10
percent pay cuts and give up some of their
days off.
"This administration realizes that some
problems do exist, given the difficult economic conditions the state has faced over the
past several years," McKernan said in
prepared statement Monday.
"I understand and I have empathy for
the problems"caused by state revenue shortages, McKernan added.
Recognizing ebbing morale, McKernan
last September created a task force comprising representatives ofall cabinet agencies to
improve workers' attitudes and improve
communications.
Even before its recommendations were
finalized, McKernan began lunchtime visits
in departments with clusters of state workers. McKernan said he has also begun including state office visits in his Capital for a

Day trips to Maine communities, and that
the administration is increasing communications through letters enclosed with paychecks.
In the MSEA newspaper,the Maine Stater,
Leinonen said the report "isfairly accurate as
to the causes of poor morale,(but)its recommendations miss the mark."
"Brown bag lunches with employees
and letters with the paychecks are all well
and good, but they do not replace the comfort of knowing that you will have a job
come July, or that your pay and benefits are
not going to be cut yet again," he said.
Leinonen did not return telephone messages Monday.
The tack force said workers feel unappreciated and burdened by increased workloads while training and resources to help
them do their jobs have decreased. They
also are troubled by diminisliedjob security,
and "perceive no logic or overall plan" in
budget cutting plans.

"Budget problems have not been solved.
Temporary solutions and a multitude of
proposed alternatives create anxiety among
state workers," the report says.
The document says employees "usually
learn from the rumor mill and the media,"
rather than their supervisors, of changes affecting them. It says the state should consider
appointing communication coordinators.
It also recommends including employees in decisions on which programs shouid
be eliminated.
Other recommendations include:
—More emphasis on developing management and leadership skills;
—More recognition for employee performance;
--More consistent transition and placement services for laid-off employees;
—Re-examining the "bumping" system, in which senior employees can take
newer employees'jobs, while recognizing it
can cause morale problems

Back in the Maine Campus Days
of overflow parking, two phones for
every floor, and three beds for many
rooms, it was only natural for older
students like you to seek the solace
of an off-campus apartment.
But now you only have a couple semesters left, and you've grown tired of trying to get
hold of your landlord about that broken faucet, tired of shoveling out your car in the
morning only to find no 7arking spaces close to your classes, and tired of washing your
roommates' dirty dishes and figuring out the phone bills and eating macaroni & cheese
for dinner and folding your clothes in a Laundromat and spending too many of your
evenings alone with HBO...
Consider joining the many other older students who are enjoying the changes of oncampus living, taking advantage of new residence hall room options such as telephones,
Macintosh computers, and cable televi5ion. They're also fimC. ng there are now plenty of
overnight parking spaces close to the residence halls, well-stocked grocery markets
nearby, and many more opportunities to enjoy the privacy of living in a single room.
And nobody needs to remind you how much easier it is to live within walking distance
of your classes, to choose from an ever-expanding menu in the dining commons, and
to meet fun and interesting people right down the hallway. No more parking tickets,
microwave dinners, or lonely evenings
So if you're looking to make your last semesters at school a whole ot easier, stop by
the 103 Hilltop office for more information about moving back on campus.

Become part of the
Great"Off-On" Switch.
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•State elections

Hillock takes House seat after ballot scandal
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— Republican
Rep. Gerald A. Hilloc!: of Gorilam, the
last
lawmaker whose Election Day victory was
thrown into question by the ballot-tampering scandal, was formally seated yesterday.
Hillock's fellow House members gave
him a standing ovation after House Speaker
John L. Martin routinely rapped his gavel to
signify passage of an order from the House
Elections Committee recognizing Hillock's
victory.
"It's been five months I've had to fight
two battles ... I'm glad that it's over," he
said Monday after the elections committee
voted to let him keep his seat.
The committee vote came at a hasty
meeting after the panel received a letter of
concession from Hillock's Democratic eke-

tion Opponent, former Rep. Elden McKeen
of Windham.
Today's expected seating of Hillock,who
has been conditionally seated since the November election, will close one more chapter in a scandal that nearly toppled Martin,
an Eagle Lake Democrat serving his 19th
year as speaker, and resulted in two Democratic activists pleading guilty to crimes.
The state ethics commission voted last
week to recommend that Hillock be seated
as the representative of District 35, and
McKeen said Monday he concluded that an
appeal would be pointless.
"With everything that's been going on
this year and so much facing the Legislature,
I've decided not to appeal," he said in a
telephone interview from his home.

•Nuclear disposal

McKeen, who works as a railroad clerk,
said whether he runs for the Legislature
again may hinge on the outcome of the
redistricting debate that is now in progress
but that "I'm planning on it right now."
"About all I can do right now is wish the
Legislature luck in dealing with the problems facing the state," he said.
Hillock, a third-term legislators who is
on furlough as an airline pilot so he can serve
in Augusta,said he is relieved that his status
is not longer in question and looks forward
to tougher new election laws.
"Positive election reform,hopefully, will
come from this," he said.
The District 35 election was one of two
in which two Democratic workers admitted
uying to add phony ballots for their candi-

dates during post-election recounts.The
other race,in District 38,was previously
awarded to Republican Joseph B. Taylor of
Cumberland.
The two men who conspired to rig
the
recounts — Kenneth P. Allen,
Martin's
longtime executive assistant, and former
legislative committee clerk Michael
Hood
— await sentencing after pleading
guilty in
the case.
Martin was cleared of any crimin
al
wrongdoing, but was roundly criticized
for
failing to act more quickly on clues
that
increasingly pointed to Allen's involv
ement. Last month,aft....r narrowly surviving
an attempt to oust him as speaker after
18
years, Martin said his present term would
be his last.

AGOG

•History lesson

Russia and US burning Students journey through
plutonium from bombs 'Underground Railroad'
NEW YORK(AP) — A U.S. company
and the Russian government have teamed
up to get rid of plutonium from obsolete
warheads by burning it at a nuclear reactor in
Russia to generate electricity,The New York
Times reported yesterday.
General Atomics of San Diego and the
Russian government finalized the plan for
the $1.5 billion plant last week, the Times
said.
Getting the plant going would require up
to $100 million over five years from the U.S.
government and would use excess plutoniurn that was scheduled to be disposed.
It wasn't immediately known whether
the plant had been mentioned at the Vancouver summit between President Clinton and
Russian President Boris Yeltsin.
"This reactor offers a very attractive
opportunity to destroy weapon-grade plutonium and simultaneously produce electricity ,— General Atomics Chairman Neil Blue

told the Times.
But the president of the Nuclear Conirol
Institute, a private group based in Washington, criticized the plan.
"We see this as a major diversion in
trying to getplutonium out of commerce,"
said Paul Leventhal, the institute's president. —It's better to turn it into glass and
bury it."
The proposed reactor would be cooled
by helium and is described by General Atomics as immune to a meltdown.
The plant, which would take 10 years to
build, would convert 50 percent ofits generated heat into electricity,compared with the
33 percent conversion rate of mostcommercial nuclear power plants.
The proposed plant's conversion rate
would be higher than usual because the
heated helium would directly turn a turbine
rather than heating an intermediary, such as
water, which would then turn the turbine.

SUMMER IN
BAR HARBOR!
Are you interested in a company committed to
"MORE QUALITY THAN YOU'LL EVER NEED?"
Are you an enthusiastic, motivated individual who
thrives in a fast-paced, stimulating environment?
If you can answer "yes!" to these questions, we want
you for our highly successful Bar Harbor store.
Seasonal positions in management and sales selling
our superior quality outdoor and casual footwear, apparel and accessories available as of May 15, 1993.
Apply in person at our Bar Harbor location: The
Timberland Factory Outlet, 44 Cottage Street, Bar
Harbor, ME 04609 after May 5, 1993.
Applications are also available thiough the Student
Employment Office, 5781 Wingate Hall and should
be mailed to: The Timberland Company, 11 Merrill
Drive, P.O. Box 5050, Hampton, NH 03842. ATTN.
Retail Human Resources.(No phone calks please(
The Timberland Company is an affirmative action
employer M/11/1-1/F

MALDEN, W.Va.(AP) — Inner-city
students following the route of the old
Underground Railroad say their journey
through the past has brought history to life
in a way no textbook could match.
"Sometimes words don't explain it all.
Sometimes you have to see things," Barry
Cain, 10, said Monday during a stop in this
tiny village, the hometown of black educater Booker T. Washington.
Barry and 27 other fifth-graders from
Boston's Sumner Elementary School have
spent the past week sleeping on floors and
absorbing the story of slavery, segregation
and the Civil War.
The Underground Railroad was a series
of safe havens where fleeing slaves stayed
during the mid- i 800s on their trip north.
The students began retracing the path
March 27 in Washington, where the "Vigilance Committee" that ran the underground railroad worked. From there they
headed to South Carolina and followed
the
trail through North Carolina, Virginia and
West Virginia.
Theirexcursion winds up today in Oberlin, Ohio. Along the way, young faces
both
black and white say the experience
has
been more rewarding than an ordinary
field
trip.
'A trip, is like a vacation. This
is a
journey," said J'Neen Skinner, 11."On
a
Journey, you can have fun but
you can
learn, too."
The project, paid for by parents,
the

school and donations, was concehed by
teacher Elaine Capobianco as a way to help
the students learn about historical figures
through firsthand experience, rather than
just in a textbook.
"There are people in history that these
kids need to know about, that they won't
read about anywhere else," Capobianco
said. "It's a journey into life."
Students are keeping their own written
journals,as well as contributing to a "community journal" recorded daily on a laptop
computer passed around the group.
Photographs taken on a computerized
camera will be incorporated into a — multimedia" presentation to other students at
the school, named after Sen. Charles Sumner, a Civil War-era abolitionist.
Students also are assembling their wfl
patchwork quilt from items collected along
the way. Quilts were once sold to fund the
Underground Railroad.
On Monday,they took in West Virginia, a state born from the Civil War, where
statues of Abraham Lincoln and Confederate Gen. Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson
share space on the Capitol lawn.
At Maiden's African Zionist Baptist
Church in the hills east of Charleston, Elizabeth Mosley implored students to remember the pat lest it disappear for good.
"My mother didn't have a chance to go
to school," said Mosley, 72, a member of
the church since birth. "They need to see
this, to learn about it"

Wednesday
is Student s
ve."—•

Dayl

(for a limited
time, with ID)

Save$3 McQuikt
on a Full Service
Oil Change!

Not valid with other coupo
ns.

765 Hogan Rd. Bangor
505 Wilson St. Brewer
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Reviews/Film Festival

APRIL 3, 1992

Footloose, Frenzied And H.I.V Positive
By JANET MASLIN
Black humor doesn't get much
darker than "The Living End," the
story of two H.I.V. positive young
men who manage to turn potential
tragedy into a despei ate, uproarious
celebration of their new-found nihilistic freedom. Doing himself a great
disservice, the writer and director
Gregg Araki labels his work "an irresponsible movie" when in fact it has
the power of honesty and originality,
as well as the weight of legitimate
frustration. Miraculously, it also has
a buoyant, mischievous spirit that
transcends any hint of gloom.
Working on a shoestring, Mr. Araki
has made a candid, freewheeling
road movie that ably represents the
boom of gay-oriented talent evident
in this year's New Directors/New
Films series at the Museum of Modern Art (where the film will be shown
today and Sunday). Among the festival's several entries with gay themes,
this is easily the most uncomplicatedly entertaining.
Mr. Araki has managed to make
even morbidity seem Intrinsically
droll,from a character's remark that
this is "the first day of the rest of my
life" to the slogan "Choose Death" on
a bumper sticker. Suddenly, in this
film's funhouse universe, even the
simplest of platitudes looks mad. Normal life ceases to exist for this film's
two main characters as soon as they
receive their bad news. And the passion that develops between them,
however playful it appears, is truly a
matter of life or'death.
Wearing his cinematic influences
on his sleeve, Mr. Araki acknowl-

edges film makers including JeanLuc Godard, Andy Warhol and Derek
Jarman during the course of his
story, and he stages that story with a
mock nonchalance reminiscent of
Jim Jarmusch or Gus Van Sant. Even
the offhanded "Sorry" with which a
doctor tells Jon (Craig (;ilmore) that
he has tested H.I V positive is given
an absurdly downbeat, casual spin.
In that context, the film's outbursts
of violence seem no less bizarre than
its tiny proprieties. And its crime
spree is presented as an understandable response to AIDS-induced rage.
Like "Thelma and Louise," which it
resembles on a more modest and
desperate scale, "The Living End"
uses crime as a way of extricating its
characters from everyday society,
and not as an occasion for passing
moral Judgment on their behavior.
Getting out is what matters, not getting even.
Soon after Jon receives his diagnosis, he encounters a handsome hustler named Luke (Mike Dytri), whose
more raucous exploits have been separately detailed early in the film. In a
campy but crudely executed sequence, Luke is seen stealing a car
from two killer lesbians (the screen
does not need any more killer lesbians at the moment) and irritably
throwing away their audiotapes of
K. D. Lang and Michelle Shocked. He
is then seen sexually involved with a
man who likes to be spanked with a
tennis racquet, and who insists that
Luke keep score ("15-love").
Luke even witnesses a murder, an
event staged with the type of cartoonish exaggeration that Mr. Araki succeeds in making unexpectedly droll.
Compared with the more convention-

al Jon, Luke seeras a real rebel, but
the two soon overcome their differences to begin a fervent love affair.
When they begin having sex, Jon
forces himself to acknowledge his recent diagnosis, but Luke's response is
typically cool. "Welcome to the club,
partner," he whispers.
•
Mr. Araki gets a lot of mileage out
of the cultural climate from which
Jon, a film critic, has emerged."You
know what they say - those that can't
do, teach; and those that can't teach
get 25 cents a word to rip other people's work to shreds," he explains
when Luke visits his apartment,
which is filled with carefully selected
movie posters. Its also said that one
of the film's characters is so oversensitive he suffered a lengthy depression when Echo and the Bunnymen
broke up. The fitm easily shifts between these sorts of dry asides
(many of them shared by Jon and a
woman named Darcy, his close
friend) and observations of a more
solemn kind. "The generation before
us had all the fun," says one of the
film's handsome, 20-ish heroes. "And
we get to pick up the tab."
The ragged humor of "The Living
End" wears thinner as the characters discuss sex, death and the afterlife, and begin to come face to face
with their fate. Mr. Araki, for all his
playfulness, fully grasps his heroes'
situation, and he does not presume to
invent an easy escape. Rudely funny
as it is about most things, "The Living End" doesn't trivialize AIDS in
any way. What it does instead is give
vibrant, angry substance to the
phrase "till death do us part."
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Craig Gilmore, left, and Mike Dytri in "The Living End."

The Living End
Written, directed, phelographed and edited by
Gregg Araki; music by Cole Coonce, produced by Marcus Hu and Jon Gerrans At the
Roy and Niuta Titus Theaters in the Museum
of Modern Art, II West 53d Street, Manhattan,
as part of the New Directors/New Films
series of the Film Society of Lincoln Center
and the department of film of the Museum of
Modern krt. Running time. 92 minutes. This
film has no rating.
Luke
Mike Dytri
Jon
Craig Gilmore
Doctor
Mark Finch
Daisy
Mary Woronov
Fern
Johanna Went
Darcy
Darcy Marta
Peter
Scot Goetz
Ken
Bretton Vail
Barbie
Nicole Dillenberg
Twister Master
. ,,,,,,,, Paul Bartel
7-Eleven Couple
Stephen Holman and Magic Song

"A queers-on-the-lam portrait that
deserves a place in movie history!"
"A gay,
postilunk
Thelma
and Louise!"
—B
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Tuesday, April 13th • Hauck Auditorium • 7:00 P'1
Free and Open to the Public
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Two grown men shovelled the snow out of their back yard in
order to have -ss. What would make them do such a time
consuming (it's a rather large yard and there was lots ofsnow)and
JIM Morg-r6oti EX-f
seemingly idiotic thing?
scc or ItE-r Ep.A.145
Perhaps it was for the love of a good woman — nah. Maybe it
was because they had nothing better to do — don't think so. The only thing it
could
have been is something so beyond man that as much as he may try to alter
CAL IN GKAPIArl
it, nature
just has to run its course. It was the power of spring.
561-1tETAky O
HEl4r
Remember the little sun episode when we thought good weather was finally
here,
but then it snowed again? Well, that was when the miracle of spring took
control of
'
16, T-NE FESF,AR05
the two men. These two guys were just looking for what we are all longing
X)
for —
5EcilE TA NES OF MANS po R TT:Tte
signs of an end to snow.
A picnic table was recovered from the clutches of ice and snow, providing
the
perfect place to sit and absorb the sun. As the sun started to go down, the table
was
pushed farther back in order to remain in the rays.
•Native American Awareness Month
You see, when it really isn't summer, but you are pretending it is, it become
sa
little hard to forget the snow surrounding you and when the sun it no longer directly
warming your body. Eventually the time of day, and lack of warmth,caused
the two
men and their entourage to head back inside and wait for another nice day.
They did a pretty good job creating their own little oasis in an endless sea ofsnow.
Legend has it when Columbus first and the Penobscot Indian Nation. Even
Of course nature fought back and dumped snow in their back yard once
again. Oh set foot in the New World he thought he the Indians' most radical
militant group
well, it was fun while it lasted.
was
actuall
y
India,
in
and
therefo
called
re
is
still
called the American Indian Move
It seem the first nice day provides ample opportunity for people to pull on
their
the inhabitants "Indians."
shorts and get outside. It's amazing what a little sun can do. Students start
ment.
skipping
classes because it's just too nice out, which is the flip side of not going because
He thus committed the white man's
"American Indian" is not a racist
there
is too much snow. Students start requesting that their classes be held outside,
which first blunder toward America's indige- term, it is an inaccurate term. And our
of course is not going to be too productive or feasible for awhile because there
is still nous peoples. As one Penobscot woman international
nomenclature is riddled
snow on the ground which will be followed by the joy of mud.
joked,
"it's
a
good
thing
he
wasn't
look- with inaccurate terms. We call the DeutNot to complain but classrooms become unbelievably warm when spring arrives.
ing for Turkey!"
One can't help but wonder where all the heat, which is now pouring out of
schers"Germans." We call the Magyars
the vents,
was tv o months ago when we had to dress in many layers and huddle in
But
this
blunde
r is insignificant com- "Hungarians." We call Hrvatska"Croatgroups to try
and keep warm.
pared to those that would follow. As ia." We call very few countr
ies by their
And, what would a column be without mentioning cars? Cars in the
spring Europeans continued to migrate to proper
names.
become covered in dirt and constantly need to be washed, that's the down
side. The America, the Indian
s became a people
up side is, you can comfortably ride with the windows open,no more stuffy
"Amer
ican Indian" refers to man
hot air(at
subject to racism, disease, and violent different nations across
least until summer hits).
the American
If you are smart enough to own a Jeep, off come the doors and top creating
genoci
de.
contin
ent. The Senecas, the Choctaws,
the
perfect opportunity to feel the wind blow through your hair (which isn't
In order to fix Columbus' mistake. the Navajos and hundreds other
so good if
naof
you have long hair because it gets all tangled up into big knots. A little Jeep
advice, many white Americans in the politically
tions have taken pride in being "Indiwhich can also pertain to those riding motorcycles, tie it back somehow,trust
me).
Now we are looking spring in the face once again, hopefully this time it will stick correct vogue call the Indians "Native ans" for many, many years.
Americans." Indeed, many even conaround a bit longer and not swing back into winter. If winter should return
"Native American" is a new term
before it's
time,I suggest the "I Don't See You"approach,commonly used when you
sider
"India
ns"
to
be
a
racist
term.
unexpectthat refers to the same people. But it is
edly run into the person you never called back after the first date. It's a
This is curious. It is as if by chang- also cumbersome and vague.
technique
A "native"
which requires little effort, you just simply look the other way, as if interested
in the ing the label we can erase the atrocit
ies American is anyone who was born in
squirrel you think you see in a tree, and hope you remain unnoticed. So if
it should they have suffer
ed at America's hands. America. Most people who take great
snow again, create your own oasis.

The namegame

Jill Berryman is ajournalism major who can't wait to return to the oasis.
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"Blacks"are now"African-Americans,"
"Chinamen" are now "Asian-Americans," and "Indians" are now "Native
Americans."
As the University of Maine observes
Native American Awareness Month,let
us recall that nobody has ever asked
America's indigenous people what they
wanted to be called.
The conditions these people live in
today show that although we have
changed the name,we have not changed
the message."American Indians- were
massacred by the white man. "Native
Americans" are forced to live on reservations in abject poverty,suffering from
chronic unemployment, disease and alcoholism.
It is also interesting that no Indian
tribe has chosen to change its name to
"Native American Tribe."In Maine. we
have the Passamaquoddy Indian Tribe

pride in being "native Mainers"are from
100 percent European stock.
Besides, who ever heard ofanything
so ridiculous as a Native American head
penny or a Native American summer?
This should not be an issue of semantics. It should be an issue of respect
for the first Americans,whose ancestors
were here to greet some white guy who
got lost on his way to India.
It should be an issue which concentrates on more immediate and impottant
concerns, like improving education,
health and the quality of life on the
reservations.
And mostofall,it should be an issue
of the Indians' right to have and to hold
their cultures which have been here for
thousands of years.
Fixing the white man's first blunder
and paying no attention to all the rest is
to fix nothing at all.(AGK)
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"Look At Us"
American Indians at the Univeristy of Maine
The Native American community in the University of Maine area has worked with various other students, faculty, staff,
and a multitue of organizations to bring an educational and entertaining focus on their culture during the month of
April. Look for films, speakers, arts; crafts, and music highlighted during this month. All events are free and open to the
Public.

AI%

ce7c4is,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7
N.O.W.(National Organization for Women)• Wedne
sday at 7:00 p.m.
• Ram's Horn • We Mil be discussing the future of the group
• For more information call 581-7890.
Maine Outing Club• Lown Rooms, Memorial Union • 7:30
p.m.* Every
.,e,inesday.• A skill seminar on Mountain Bike Maint
enance.
Chess Club • Bumps Rooms, Memorial Union • 6:00-11:00
p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
University Democrats• FFA Room, Memorial Union • 12:151:30 p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
Maine Bound's Adventure Video at ths Soup Kitchen •"Pain
ted
Spider"• Use of newest high tech filming equipment truly adds
a new perspective to viewing rock climbing •5:15 p.m.
• Soup Kitchen, Memorial Union
Student Alumni Association • Every Wednesday • 5:30 p.m.
• Cr3S5leinci Alumni Center.
Women'e Center• The women's center Is reactivated! We
are focusing
on educating ourselves, the campus and the community about
Issues facing women today. We will be taking
a very activist
approach to these issues. Men are welcome and their Input is
appreciated, Come Join us! Every Wednesday • 4:30 p.m. In
the
Chapel Room (3rd floor), Memorial Union. • Contact person Pcsren Dolan - 827-364. • Faculty Advisor - Cheryl
Daly,
Associate Dean of the Multicultural Affairs Program, 581-1417.
Coffee House • Discussions on "Hot Topics". • Newman Cente
r
• 5.30p.m.- 7:00 p.m.• Gooey desserts served.
The Pre-Law Society Meeting •7:00 p.m. Sutton Loung
e, Memorial
Union. • All are welcome • For more Information call Jennif
er
Perkins 866-2084.
International Film Series "Come and See, U.S.S.R."
•8:00 p.m. 0100
Neville Hall • Free Admission • Sponsored by the Intern
ational
Students Association.• or more Information call
581-2819.

The Union Board (T.U.B.) Publicity Committee • 3:10-4:00 p.m. •
T.U.B. office, Memorial Union • Everyone Welcome.
15ud4y big Mountain • Showing his own original combination of
ventrilquism, marionettes, and magic, with a twist of Native
American culture added.•8:00 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union. Free Admission • Part of Native American Awareness
Month.
Women in the Curriculum Program 1993 Lunch Series •"Fractal
Geometry and the Feminist Call for New Metaphors In Science"
• Featuring Patricia Ryder, University of Maine Honors
Graduate • 12:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
CD EXCHANGE • 7-5 p.m. • Oxford Hall, T.V lounge.
Maine Bound presents •"Visions of Primeval North America - A
Journey to the Continent of 1491" • Presented by Walter Wale
of Green World Center (an affiliated Center of Earth Island
Institute)•7:00 p.m.• 101 Neville Hall.
Mine Bound's Lunch Time Adventure Hour •"Leadership in Actio
n"
• An excellent program for camp counselors, teachers, parents,
etc. orfust a fun and games hour of initiative sharing • 12 noon
• FFA Room, Memorial Union
"Communication Issues for Men: Expressing Thoughts
and Feelings"
• A panel • 3:15 p.m.• FFA Room, Memorial Union.
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University of Maine Symphonic Band Concert
•6:00 p.m.• Maine Center for the Arts • Free Admission.
Come to a Seder • A seder Is a traditional Passo
ver meal retelling the
story of the EXCOU5 from Egypt.•6-8 p.m.• Wells Comm
ons
• Adults- $5.00, children under 12- $3.00. Reservatio
ns are
required- 866-4227.

Where it's At
Feature Organization...
Maine Outing Club
Celebrating it's 70th Anniversary on April 16th,
the Maine Outing Club (MOC), is comprised of over 100
regular members. Meeting every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m..
in the Lown 100r115, in the Memorial Union, familiar
and
new faces are welcome to participate in various
activities. For example, MOC schedules annual hikes
through Mt. f:_atahciln, Mt. Washington, Acadia National
Park, the Bigelows, Chick Hill, and various other areas In
New England. Ski trips, biking escapades, slide shows,
and equipment maintenance workshops are also offered
to the University community on a student-to-student
level. Headed by Advisor Chris Dorlon, President Tom
Moulton, Vice
President Mike McAdams, Secretary Tracey Gaffam, Treas
urer Glenn
Bayfield, and Equipment Chair Greg Fortin. MOC also opera
tes and
maintains The Cabin, six miles from Sugarloaf. The Cabin,
built and
maintained since 1958 provides a year round "home away
from home" for
skilers and hikers at the University of Maine.
The organization, which 15 known by most students
to be a

T1

recreational group, also serves as a service organizati
on
for the New England area. Along with
the upkeep of The
Cabin, MOC maintains 9.5 Miles of the Appalachia
n Trail
with special help from their "A.1." crew John Beldi
ng and
Andrew JeS. The Maine Outing Club also works with
Recreational Sports and Forest Resources. Together
they keep the cross-country ski trails
in the University'
forest areas up to par.
As a wrtinually growing
group, MOC encourages anyone
Interested to attend their meetings and activi
ties Take
part In the planning and excitement
of mountain biking in
the Orono area, a trip to Tucke
rman's Ravine April 10th and 11th, or see
a slide show of the Pacific Crest Trail
on April 14th. As stated t7S'
Advisor Chris Dorion,"MOC is A
forum to meet people with like
interest", a grou )
t in which fun, friendship and
excitement can be found.
If you are Interested in Joining
MOC, or have any questions, please call
Tom Moulton at 866-4023, Glenn
BayAeld at 866-2113, or leave a
message at 581-1793.
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American Indians at Maine• Being Indian means
more than recieving
tuition waivers. • Check U5 out in the F.F.A.
room, Memorial Union.
•6 p.m.• Every Thursday.

Sign up to be an Organ Donor • 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.• Memorial Union
•
Sponsored * Circle K.

of
Native
Memorial
reness

Circle K Meeting • Service, Leadership, and Friends
hip opportunities.
• Damn Yankee (look for the blue banner)•
Memorial Union
• 7:45 p.m.• Every Thursday.

The Ram's Horn • Movie and MUSIC •"The Seventh Seal" followe
d by
Tripping Sun • Free admission.

The Maine Peace Action Committee• 10 Maples • 4:00
p.m.• Every
Thursday.

Icte!
Science"
5

Wilde Stein Club • Interested in discussing gay, lesbian,
bisexual Issues
and planning gay, lesbian, bisexual activities • Sutton
Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:30 p.m.,Every Thursday.

A Stress Management Workshop • The first of three Thursd
ay
night meetings begins the 8th.•5:30 - 7:00 p.m. • The
Counseling Center • Please call 581-1392 by April 6th to
register.

)n.

The Peace and Justice Film Series: Spring 1993"The Life
and Times of
Harvey Milk" and "Gay Youth"• The first film 15 a
classic which
adresses San Francisco's first openly gay mayor and
his murder.
The second flIrri 15 a testimony of gay and lesbian youth
growing up
In America today 0100 Neville Hall •7:00 p.m.• Admiss
ion 15 free
• Film Is followed by refreshments and discussion led
by a guest
speaker.• Sponsored * MPAC, Naral, WIC, Women's Resour
ce
Center, Wilde-Stein, Native American Student Association,
and
Cultural Affairs.
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parents,
3 012 noon

Campus Crusade for Christ• North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union
• 7:30 p.m.• Every Thursday

Socialist-Marxist Lunch Series •"The Legacy of Thatzherism:
the
Political and Social Scene In Britain Today" *12:20 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
"Bedroom Farce" • A play •8:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.• Admission - Free for students with a UM
ID. For further ticket Information call the Maine Center for
the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.
"Illusion and illumination: A Review of Ethnographic Studies of
American Indian Women" 3rl 'Our Forgotten Sisters:
Images of Native American Women"• Speaker Fat Albers Professor of Anthropology, University of Utah.

A Taste of Home• Home cooked meal at the Wilson Center
• 5:50 - 6:30 p.m.• One dollar donation • Every Thursday.
Feelings"

Slide Show and Team Penobscot Yukon Trip Video Shown & Sold, Maine
Bound/Penobscot River and Bay Institute • 2 p.m. • Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
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FRIDAY, APRIL 9
"Bedroom Farce"• A play • 2:00 and 8:00 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.• Admission - Free for students with a UM ID. For
more ticket information call the Maine Center for the Arts Box
Office at 581-1755.
Sign up to be an Organ Donor •10 a.m. - 3 p.m. • Memorial Union
• Sponsored *Circle K.
International Student Coffee House• Relaxed conversation, Intercultural
Programs, discussions of Intern topics, etc. • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 4:00 p.m.• Every Friday.

The Soup
Kitchen
Monday-Thursday 5:00- 6:30 p.m.
at The Damn Yankee.
All meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt,
coffee, tea and juices. All you can eat for
$4.00.

APRIL 7—APRIL 13
Wednesday

Spinach Fettucin. &
Veggie White Sauce

Inter-Yarfsty Christian Fellowship• Large Group Meetings • Bangor
Lounge, Memo-iaI Union *7:00 p.m.• Every Friday.

Thursday

Pizza Smorgasbord

The Union Board (T.U.B.) Entertainment Committee • 3:001-4:00 p.m.
• TUB.office, Memorial Union • Everyone Welcome.

Monday

Chili & Cornbread

Contradance • with the Marsh Island Band • Orono Community Center
•8 p.m.-12 a.m.•$4 admission • Beginners welcome • For more
information call Phi' Locke at 1-3924.

Tuesday

Ginger 3roccoli on Rice

35+ Singles Club •Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union • 5:00-7:00 p.m.
• Every Friday.

AIHnellan men's basketball and women's volleyball tourney
• 6:00 -10:00 p.m. • Memorial Gym.
Maine Outing Club • Come mountain biking with the club on Friday
afternoon. Get muddy in the UMO forest and ,,he surrounding
area.• Time to be determined at Wednesday meeting.
FreakFest III • An all acoustic jam • Ram's Horn • Featuring Adrenalin
Mother, Every Poor Daughter's Son, the Stillwater River Band, Brian
Schroeder and Brian Green, and Tripping Sun.•$2 cover • Beer
with ID.

're•

MONDAY, APRIL 12
We are the Church: Gay arid Lesbian Contributions to Faith and
Spirituality"• Featuring Rev. Marvin Ellison and Rev. Jane
Spahr • 7:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.• Part
of the Gay/Lesbian/Sisexual Awareness Week.
Gamer's Guild meeting • A new club on campus for all garners. • Everyone
is welcome to meetings •5:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union • For more Information call 581-6594.

SATURDAY, APRIL 10
Annual Native American Social • Southern Host Drum: Wakeby Lake
Singers, Mashpee, Ma.•6:00 p.m.- midnight • Wells
Commons • All are welcome • Free Admission.
All-Indian men's basketball and women's volieyball tourney
•8:00 ann.- 6:00 p.m. • Memorial Gym.
'Bedroom Farce"• A play •8:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.• Admission - Free for students with a UM ID. For
more ticket Information call the Maine Center for the Arts
Box Office at 581-1755.
Jean Redpath • with Alasdair Fraser and Abby Newton • An evening
of both classical and folk Scottish music.•8:00 p.m.
• Maine Center for the Arts • Ticket Information: Orchestra$15 for general public, $13 for students. Balcony- $13 for
general public, $11 for students. This 15 also a Comprehensive
Fee performance. For more information call the MCA Box
Office-581-1755.
The Tom Acousti Band • Damn Yankee •9:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 11
African American Student Association • Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. • Every Sunday •6:00 p.m.• All are welcome.

Non-Traditional Students Club • 3:00-4:00 p.m.• Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.

movie Committee meeting • 3:15-4p.m.• T.U.B.
The Union Board
Office, Memorial Union • Everyone Is welcome.
The Diversity of niece - Get a New Perspective •"What Peace Requires of
U5 In the Classroom" • Featuring Professor Wiliiam Cumming College of Education • 12 Noon • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
TEACH—IN • Fart of the National Student Movement to free the Haitians.
• Learn why 20+ students are fasting and why they are asking you
to donate a meal's money/a day, or your letters to free the 249
Haitians at Guantanamo Say, Cuba.• 5:00 p.m.• 101 Neville Hall.

TUESDAY, APRIL 13
Sharing Circle for Healing Racism • The sharing circle for healing racism
Intended for anyone wanting to examine and overcome his or her
feelings of racism • Every Tuesday • 4:00 p.m.• Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.• Sponsored by the BahaT Club.

15

Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers • This organization provides an
outlet for students interested In producing creative video and film.
• Every Tuesday • 7:00 p.m. • 107 Lord Hall • For more information
call 581- 7133,

Worship and Celebration • At the Wilson Center • Sundays at
r - • Followed by a light supper.

Maine Council for Dehate• Meets Tuesdays • 5:00 p.m.• Honors Center
• All interested are welcome tc, attend • For more information call
866- 2084.

University of Maine Amateur Radio Club• Holds weekly meetings
on Sundays at 1:00 p.m.• Merrill Hall Amateur Radio
Station.• Meetings are open to anyone Interested in
Amateur Radio. • For more information call Aaron at
581-7748, or Bryan at 581- 2351.

"Realms of Blood and Jade: Prehispanic Mesoamerica"• A permanent
exhibit of Precolumbian artifacts from the rrlUseUrtl'S collections
opens.• Free and Open to the public • Hudson Museum (in the
Maine Center for the Arts). For more information call 581- 1901.

Unlver6Ity of Maine Dance Company Meeting •6:00 p.m.• Lengyll
*Ail are welcome • c,orre ready to dance!
.".;rr
-

Environmental Theater •"Banking on Disaster"• A unique film and vitally
Important documentary about the worst environmental disaster the destruction of the Amozon Rain Forests.• 7:00-9:00 p.m.
•101 Neville • Sponsored by 5EAC, Comprehensive Fee Committee,
Waste Not, MFAC, OCB, Multicultural Affairs Program, ASAP, and
Waste Management.

"Bedroom Farce"• A play • 2:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.• Admission - Free for students with a UM ID. For
further ticket information call the Maine Center for the Arts
Box Office at 581-1755.

panel: Spiritual Journeys: Finding Faith in the Face of Institutional
Homophobia • 3:00 p.m. • FFA Room, Memorial Union.

Holy Week Schedule at the Newman Center
Wednesday, April 7
12:00 p.m-'le Study
• 1912 Room, Memorial Union
2-3:30 p rvi.-C-onfessions
• 1912 Room, Memorial Union
4.45 p.m.- Mass
6:00 p.m.- Seer Supper • Wells Commons
Thursday, April
7.00 p.m.-Litu egy of the Lord's Supper
3-11 p.m- Adoration of the t3lesse4 Sacrament
Good Friday, April 9
12:00 pm.- Hour of Prayer with the area Clergy
• Wilson Center

7.00 pm.- Liturgy of Christ's Passioil
arid Death
8:00 p.m.- Corifeions

"The Living End" *7:00 p.m • Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.• Fart of
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness Week.

Holy Saturday, April 10
8:00 p.m.-Vigil Celebration of Christ's
Resurreztion: Celebration of the
Easter Sacraments

Greek Week Blood Drive • 11 a.m.-7:00 p.m.• Memorial Gym • This year's
goal is 400 units of usable blood.• Help by making your donation.

Newnan Center

a

Landscape Horticulture Club •"Maine Historic Gardens"• Featuring
Ann
Gibbs, State Horticulturist.• 6:00 p.m.• 113 Deering Hall.

Easter Sunday, April 11
9:30 a.m. - Mass
11:30 am.- MS55
6:15 p.m.- MS65
•ssieso othertooe not* Al evern4 OC,C2ir de

1

the

Kick-off Rally • Help Free the Haitians in Guantanamo
Bay • Be part of
the nationwide student effort. • In front of the Memorial
Union.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Servces to students at the
University of Maine. It is a
student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational arid spiritual programs. It
offers free listings
for all student-related events and activities. If you have something going on, take advantage
of our services1
Write the date, time, place, cost (if any), and a short description of the event. Also attach
your
organization's name and number. Send all oubmIerslore or queations in the direction of Kim
Roberta,
Coordir-1-.or, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline le thc
Friday before
the lietinge appear.
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•Sunset Unlimited

•Bacteria

Amtrak to begin route Officials blame Oregon
from Miami to LA
outbreak on mayonnaise

MIAMI (Al)) -- Alfred Eldridge spent
42 years working on railroads before he
retired. But he's back riding the rails today
,
this time as a passenger onboard a historymaking train.
"Now I'm doing it for fun," the 61year-old Lancaster, Pa., resident said before boarding Amtrak's inaugural Sunset
Limited train, the nation's first coast
-tocoast, same-train passenger service.
The sold-out train left Miami on Sunday, with 50 stops scheduled before it arrives Wednesday morning in Los Angeles.
Eldridge brought along his old conductor's and engineer's hats for the trip. His
father and grandfather also worked for railroads. he said.
"It's really quite exciting for me," he
said.

leville Hall.

The Sunset Limited is the natio
n's first
regularly scheduled transcontinenta
l passenger train. Before, travelers would
have
to change trains twice to get to
the West
Coast from Miami.
Another passenger, Walter Ferguson,
69,
of Miami, said he hoped to see
America
during the 68-hour, 3,066-mile trip
through
eight states.
"It's a lot more exciting than a
ship
when all you're seeing is blue ocean
," Ferguson said. "You see the whole bit
— you
see what makes this country."
Amtrak offered a special pass allow
ing
a passenger to leave the train in three
cities,
Amtrak spokesman Cliff Black said.
But many won't want to, Black said."A
good numbet of people really want to
bite
offthe whole thing and ride the whole
way,"
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Running sap a sign ofspring

GRANTS PASS, Ore.(AP) — Mayonnaise turned out to be the culprit in a bacterial infection that made at least 13 people
sick after eating at two Sizzler restaurants,
a state epidemiologist said.
It remains unclear how the mayonnaise
was contaminated by the bacteria E. coil,
which normally is associated with meat,
Dr. Katrina Hedberg said Monday.
Five cases of E.coli infection have been
confirmed and 12 more were probable from
a Sizzler in North Bend, while eight cases
were confirmed and 37 probable from a
Sizzler in Grants Pass, Hedberg said.
People who became ill ate at the restaurants in mid-March.
Double S Foods of Springfield voluntarily shut down both restaurants for a week.
They reopened Friday.
Christopher Thomas, executive vice
president for Sizzler International Inc. in
Los Angeles, said health officials couldn't
tell him any way to change food handling
to prevent the outbreak.

Investigators believe meat juices could
have leaked into the mayonnaise during
transport,or salad dressings and other sauces
Lontaining mayonnaise may have been prepared on the same counter.
"The meat is then cooked well,and people hopefully don't get sick from the meat,
but the salad dressings are not cooked,"
Hedberg said.
Josephine County food inspectors
cleared the Grants Pass restaurant of any
food-handling problems, she added.
"People should not be highly concernedsither about eating mayonnaise or
eating at Sizzler," she said. "This appears to be a low-level contamination that
happened one time and this is not a recurring problem."
Hedberg said laboratory tests showed
the bacteria was a different strain from the
one that killed at least two children and
made hundreds of people sick in Washington state last January after eating at Jack in
the Box restaurant..

ASHFIELD, Mass.(AP) — Forget the
week. And amid high-piled snow drifts, the •Directors
weatherman. Never mind the flats of Easte
r seasons changed.
flowers shivering in greenhouses. The sap
"It really let go Sunday," said Larry
is finally on the boil in New England's
Myott of the University of Vermont Extenmaple groves, its sweet steam heralding the sion
Service. "At this point everybody's
breaking of this long winter's icy grip.
just drowning."
"I can't ever remember a later start,"
Ideal sugaring weather calls for daytime
Tom McCrumm,president ofthe 200-memtemperatures above freezing and nightime
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Regulaber Massachusetts Maple Producers AssoThe growing sentiment in favor of regulows below freezing to keep the trees from
tions designed to manage Maine's boomciation, said Tuesday.
lation has developed as urchin-rich areas
budding. And temperatures across New
ing sea urchin industry are being forwarded
"It weren't yesterday that's for sure," Engla
have been thinned or stripped bare, stirring
nd were expected to reach into the
to the Legislature's Marine Resources Com- fears
said Charlie Slater, 75,of Tyringham, who
that the industry could collapse as
40s and 50s throughout the week after dipmittee and could be in effect by the middle quick
could only recall one thaw as late "about ping
ly as it has risen.
into the teens and 20s overnight.
of next month.
40 or 50 years ago."
California, where urchins were nearly
The sap is flowing so heavily that some
For years, urchin dealers and divers have wiped
Normally southern New England sugar- sugan
out in the pre-regulatory 1980s, is
nakers simply can't boil it down as been
at odds about what, if any, rules are cited as
ers have collected enough sap to start boil- quick
an example. California, Oregon,
ly as it is being collected. The storage neede
d for a state industry that was virtually Washi
ing by mid-Feburary and by now are pack- tanks
ngton and Alaska all restrict urchin
on some Vermont farms are overnonexistent in the mid-1980s but is now sec- harve
ing away their tubing, buckets and evapo- flowi
sting now.
ng and so were parking lots at some ond
only to lobster as a cash-producing wild
rators.
After Maine's industry failed to agree
pancake-serving Massachusetts sugar housfishery.
"This year we'd hardly begun to boil by es this weeke
on proposed regulations in 1990 and again
nd.
More than 800 divers and 200 draggers in 1992,
April 1," McCrumm said.
the state appointed a 22-member
"That's the worst trouble with this kind are
licensed to harvest urchins, whose gold- Sea Urchi
When Vermont Gov. Howard Dean of situation,"
n Task Force to develop specific
said Wilson Clark, president en roe is
processed and shipped to Japan recommendations
tapped a tree on the Statehouse lawn on of
.
the Vermont Sugarmakers Association. for
sale as a delicacy.
March 9 to publicize the start of his state's "I kind
The
propo
sals
include:
of look at this week as a siege. it's
A consensus has emerged in support of
sugaring season,the television cameras cap- nicer
—
Prohi
bitin
g
urchin harvesting from
if you can string it out."
regulations that would include an urchin May
tured an empty bucket and a hard-frozen
15
throu
gh
July
15.
"Sunday we collected more than 40,000 seaso
n,a minimum size and license restricstate maple.
—
Estab
lishi
ng
a
2-inc
gallons of sap,- said David Bascomb, of tions
h diameter minito ban out-of-staters from harvesting mum urchi
Vermont leads the nation in syrup pro- Acworth,N.H., whose
n size and requiring harvesters
family runs the larg- in Maine waters.
duction with about 500,000 gallons annu- est sugaring
to cull undersized urchins at sea, instead of
operation in the Northeast with
Commissioner William Brennan of the on land,
ally, followed by New York with about 32,00 taps.
so the culls can survive.
0
Department of Marine Resources has seen
350,000, Maine with 100,000 and New
—
Allow
ing only Maine residents to
"It's much the same here and every- dealers
and divers argue among themselves have urchi
Hampshire with 90,000 gallons. Massa- where," said Lynn Reyno
n
licens
es.
lds of Horton- about tegulations since
1990, with the rechusetts trails with about 50,000 gallons, ville, Wis., president
-- Requiring urchin divers to be certiof the North Ameri- sult that no rules were appro
ved.
but its breakfast-serving sugar houses con- can Maple Produ
fied in diver training.
cers. However, Reynolds
"This year,- Brennan said, "is going to
tribute about $2 million to the state's tour- said, at his latitude the onset
— And establishing a boat-tender liof the season be the year."
ist industry.
cense
, for crews who work aboard boats
was only about two weeks late.
Vermont producers initially shrugged
The effect on production will depend on
•Local economy
off Dean's empty bucket, pointing out that how long the early
spring weather holds.
none of his predecessors in Montpelier Slater recalled that durin
g the only other
over the past dozen years had done any April thaw in the Berkshires
, the sap "ran
better.
for three weeks and we ended up with a
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Portland devel
opment director, said Binax is a fastThen a Nor'easter followed upon a bliz- normal season."
officials are using the promise of a $240,000
growi
zard and temperatures plummeted to beng company that the city wants to
This week's run "won't make a good low-interest loan
to lure a biotechnology attract.
low zero and stayed there in defiance of season," said Robert Johanson of
North company.
"We should try to captuie companies that
the calendar. Farmers struggled on snow Whitefield, Maine, but
it has enabled his
Binax Inc., which has outgrown its home are
up and coming and growing," Hildreth
shoes to dig out miles of frozen tubing mid-sized operatiou to cover expenses.
in South Portland, wants to move into a
said.
"It's important that biotech companies
only to have it nibbled by hordes of hun"We'll probably make another 30 gal- 70,000-square-foot
building in Portland if establish a base in Portla
gry squirrels.
nd and expand here."
lons today and we'll be past the 200 gallon the City Council appro
ves the low-interest
Binax, which employs 56 people, hopes
"It was so bad almost everyone cut back mark," he said. "That's the magic number
loan, officials say.
to move to Portland late this summer.
and some gave up altogether," said Mc- for us."
The vote later this month could be a test
The company manufactures medical tests
Crumm, who taps 3,500 trees in Ashfield
"I don't think I'm going to do any pre- of the council's willingnes
s
to
expan
d
its
used
by doctors to diagnose a variety of
But throughout the snowy, hardwood dicting." said Cecil Pear!, a fourth genei aeconomic development beyond the down- huma
n
conditions, such as strep throat. It
heart of the eastern U.S., a touch of warmth tion sugarer from Loudon, N.H. "It hasn't
town area.
also
produ
ces diagnostic tests for animals,
Ind a benison of sun reached the trees this done me any good up to now."
Virginia Hildreth. Portland's economic food and
the environment

Urchin industry agrees
on head for reu1afion

Portland tries to lure biotech firm
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For Wednesday, April 7
IF TODAY WAS YOUR
BIRTHDAY:
You feel stmngly that what
a person happens to
believe in is secondary to the
intensity of the
belief itself. A snong sense of
purpose and conviction gives you link Palien
ce for fence-sitters
or those who blindly accept
what they are told.
You prefer a furious argument
to passive acceptance, as you see indiffere
nce as a sum sign of
moral weakness. Right or
wrong, you like to
make a statement to the wor
ld of your opinions
and ideas.
ARIES(March 21 - April
19): You may he
faced with a touchy situation
during this aspect,
as the influence ofalcohol or
peaking frustration
could ignite the rage of
a parent or boss! Be
supportive, hut don't be
a doormat
TAURUS(April 20- Ma
y 20): Communication breakdowns force yo
u to expend an inordinate amount'of energy
trying to simply get
things done, and on stil
l may. not have a fimi
grasp on matters despite
you best efforts. Don't
be disheartened
GEMINI (May 21 - Ju
ne 20): Idealistic
notions may go by the
wayside, particularly
regarding financial matter
s, as you may have to
scramble to salvage a dea
l that you thought was
in the bag. Use your creati
vity to come up with a
viable alternative.
CANCER (June 21 - Jul
y 22): A fiery
influence gives an aggres
sive edge to all of your
dealings. So much energy
is consumed in confrmtations that little is
accomplished. Try to
deflect conflict rather tha
n meeting it head on.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22)
: Energy is in short
supply, making it diffic
ult to concentrate on the
matters at hand. A pro
ject that you've been
working on could start
to fall apart before your
eyes, making it easy to
fall into a negative pattern.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sep
t. 22): During an
already tense day. unfore
seen developi&ias can
lead to an emotiona'
overload! Don't let events
that are beyond your ain
trial get to you, rather
deal calmly with the dif
ficulties that are stirred up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(kt.
22): Cling to your
serenity during this con
voluted period,no matter
haw complicated or unr
easonable circumstances orpeopie get The only
was others can orintml
you is if you let them
SCORPIO((kt. 23Nov. 21): A disruptive influence scaters yo
u concentianon,wreaks
havoc with your work
agenda and generally
makes it difficult to get
anything accomplished.
Avoid impulsive reacti
ons to situations that come
to a head.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov
. 22- Dec. 21): Attempts to put a plan
into action meet with disaster, and you may.'eve
n lose all that you've invest
ed. The qrait . may
take its toll, making it easy
to
get sucked into a
seIf-perpetuating down
ward
CAPRICORN (Dec
22- Jan. 19): Unexpected developments
can he unsettling if you
have failed to take the
proper precautions, but if
you've gotten your hou
se in order then you can
weather the small sto
mas that lurk on the horiAQUARIUS(Jan.20
- Feb. 18): Problems
that you've been
ignoring demand your
full
attention under this
aspect Quick fix solutions
eventually cause ink rre
difficulties than they solve,
so take the time to
rectify the situation proper
ly.
PLSCES(Feb. 19 March 20): Life is full
of surprises now.
Leave noting to chance and
he
prepared for unexpe
cted &yell.ipineuts in
the
areas of friendshi
p and finance Try to kee
p the
two separate wit
hout hurting anvcwie'c
feelings.
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e Maine Campus, Wednesday, April 7,

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Thursday, April 8
W TODAY WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
A person of great confidence and optimism.
You project your energy outwards, and enjoy
taking center stage. You avoid negative people and situations, preferring to spend your
time with those who share your positive outlook. Looking inward is never easy for you,
but you always benefit greatly from the times
when you do set aside a few hours to just sit
and get in touch with your true feelings.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): If your
energy starts to lag, you can restore it through
a few hours of private contemplation. Important facts may not be readily evident. You
must look beneath the surface to find the truth.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): A powerful influence makes travel plans come together seamlessly. Whether you are vacationing
with friends and loved ones or merely taking a
business trip, things are sure to run smoothly.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Once an
initial plan falls apart, use your innate creativity to devise a viable alternative that can help
your dreams become reality! What at first
appears to be a grim situation could actually
be a blessing in disguise.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Healthy.
competition gets your juices flowing. inspiring you to focus your considerable energy and
talent on sales and self-promotion. You may
have to rescue a partner from the doldrums
this period.
LEO(July 23 - Aug. 22): Associates appear to be in a fog during this aspect,and there
is no clear logic to your own reasoning when
dealing with finances or the task at hand. Put
projects on hold and address a health matter
you've ignored.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept 22): An associate's disarming smile is no match for your
preparation and hard work. Remain diligent
even if they try to encroach on your work.
Others may confuse style for substance, hut
not for long.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.2,2): The morning
begins with a slow, deliberate pace. but demands on your time will grow rapidly as the
day progresses. Get organized early on so
you're well prepared for the con ting onslaught.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Vital tot
matters are best attended to immediately rather than waiting until the 15th. By getting things
in order now, you have time to ask for an
extension if necessary. An expensive luxury
tempts you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): An
opportunity to get things hack on track could
appear in a variety of forms. A partner or
family member may come to our financial
rescue. and you should use their goodw ill to
establish a secure environment
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan.19): A nagging disagreement with friends or loved ones
may be a source of anxiety. A willingness to
he open and honest when discussing t1rse
problems helps you put them behind yea once
and for all!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): An associate's unilateral decision poses major seriius questions not only for them. hut for others
A ho are effected as
well. Makes sum that your
,toncerns are stated in no uncertain terms.
PISCES (Feb. 19. March 20): You're
ultra-sensitive to the thoughts and feelings of
those around you, making you a sought after
companion and confic!af.t. Listening is an unJerrated talent, and vou are an expert
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No.0302
ACROSS

oo Agree (to)

Si

28 Egg white
33 Clangor
author
34 Farm unit
10 Dancer-actress 34 Notable
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4

13

57 In a dubious
way
So Poet Sexton
Si Richard of
'Yanks"
62 Lend — (listen)
63 Free from
admixture
04 Turned npt
66 Eighteehr
Hebrew fetter

To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at 5811271 betvieen the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touchione phone: 1-900-420 5656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Cali 1-9u0-726-3063 to talk 1 -on-1 with a profession
al astrologer about yowi
personal concens — love and compatability. work
, money. career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are avail
able seven days a
week. morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99
per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You
must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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4, Dissection

Turner corporation may be broken up by owners

NEW YORK(AP)— Mectia giants Time
Turner has trial to strike deals with Cap- identified people familiar with the talks.
has diverted most of its programming assets
Warner Inc.and Tele-Communications Inc., ital CitiesABC Inc.and Paramount Commu'lime holds 18.9 percent of Turner and to a new company, Liberty Media Corp.,
major shareholders in Terrier Broadcasting nicatio
ns Inc., but has been blocked by Time TCI owns 22.5 percent. Turner controls 56 according to the report.
System Inc., are discussing a plan to bleak Warner and
TCI, The Journal reported.
percent of the board votes and about 37
Among TBS' holdings are the TBS Suup the company,a newspaper reported yesTime Warner and ICI want to divide percent of the company's equity.
perstation, TNT, Hanna-Barbera Producterday.
TBS's assets between them as a way to
Ceding control of TBS to the two cable tions, Cable News Network, MGM librarThe plan could mean a big payoff for resolve the struggle
over the empire's future companies could raise a red flag with Wash- ies, the Atlanta Braves, Atlanta Hawks
,and
founder Ted Turner, The Wall Street Jour- and keep control
of Turner's holdings in the ington regulators, The Journal said.
the CNN Center and Omni Coliseum, both
nal reported
cable industry, The Journal said, citing unTo thwart that roadblock, ICI already in Atlanta

•Healthcare

Ex

lions high for Clinton's national health plan

NEW YORK(AP)— Most Americans
consider health care reform as urgent an
issue as the federal deficit and have high
expectations for President Clinton's promised health-care reform plan, according :o
a New York Times-CBS News Poll.
The poll, results of which were pubiished in today's Times, also showed that
Americans would accept more government
involvement in the nation's health-care system if it resulted in cost controls and coverage for everyone.
A task force headed by first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton is expected to unveil a
national health care proposal next month.
Although a majority ofthe people polled
said they favor more government involvement to control costs and guarantee universal coverage, many also showed ambivalence toward other tradeoffs, the Times
reported.
For example,a majority said they would

DT LIVER\ 1101.RS: 8-11PM
SL\DAY-THLRSDAY
*50C CHARGE FOR ORDERS
LNDER $5

866-3550
ON CAMPUS ONLY

accept some restrictions on their choice of
doctors if it brought more health benefits.
But most people also said they would like
to keep their doctor, even if that meant
paying more.
The nationwide telephone poll of 1,368
adults was conducted March 28-31 and had
a margin of sampling error of 3 percentage
points.
The survey found support for several
plans reportedly being considered by the
Clinton task force:
— Fifty-four percent said the government should require companies to provide
health insurance for all their workers.
— Fifty-five percent favored additional
sales taxes on cigarettes and alcohol to
fund a health-care plan.
— Seventy-two percent said the government should set limits on how much
doctors can charge.
— Fifty-eight percent said they \sere
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willing tc pay additional taxes to improve
health ca.e,even beyond the increased taxes needed for deficit reduction.
— Eighty percent favored the coverage

of mental health, but only 43 percent said
the plan should cover programs to help
people quit smoking, drinking or abusing
(-rugs.

•Environment

Navy base will try to
burn remnants ofspill
BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP) — Brunswick Naval Air Station hoped to begin
burning off the remainder of a 63,000gallon spill ofjet fuel into a tributary of the
Androscoggin River, officials said yesterday.
Lt. Cmdr. Mike L'Abbe, base spokesman,said today that a trial run on Monday
was successful, and weather conditions
were expected to be ideal for the first largescale burn this afternoon.
The decision followed consultations by
the Navy with federal, state and local officials as well as the owner of the marshy
area where the fuel spilled. L'Abbe said.
Jet fuel does not ignite easily and the
remaining fuel is mixed with water and
mud in the marshy tributary.
L'Abbe said cleanup crews will burn
the fuel that formed puddles. He was unsure how long the process would last.
"It depends how the weather conditions are," L'Abbe said today. "There's
good technology, but we're still moving
around in a marsh. It's going to be a slow
start.''
After a week of cleanup, crews recovered 45,000 gallons ofthe spill and decided
to proceed with burning the remaining fuel
that couldn't be sucked away with vacuum

devices, L'Abbe said.
Sponge-cleaning was a more labor-intensive alternative, L'Abbe said. However, a large work force could possibly disturb the marsh environment more than
simply leaving the fuel there, he said.
The spill was caused when two fuel
lines were left open March 26-28,allowing
the jet fuel to spill into a storm drain and
directly into the tributary.
Some of the fuel made its way into the
Androscoggin River, but environmental
officials are unsure of its impact.
Raymond Babbidge, a supervisor with
Clean Harbors ofMaine Inc.,said the cleanup has gone well despite last week's late
winter snowstorm.
"It slowed us down a little bit, but we
got more than we expected," he said.
At least 10,000 gallons of the fuel that
was recovered by Clean Harbors will be
used to heat homes and offices on the base,
said L'Abbe. The rest will be recycled by
Clean Harbors, he said.
Babbidge said he doesn't know how
much the entire cleanup will cost, but he
noted that on average it costs $3.50 per
gallon to clean up light petroleum spills,
putting the cleanup cost between $160,000
and $220,000.

Communication Issues For

EN

Come to an intOrmal discussion
about the verbal and nonverbal

message that men and women send
each other and how thcy are
misinterpreted. Discussion related to
rape and sexual assault.
Wednesday, April 7 @ 3:15pm, FFA
Room, Memorial Union
Speaker

: Dr. Bob Milardo, Department of
Human Development arid Family Studies
Sponsored by: Men Against Rape: A
Subcommittee of the Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareness Committee; Substance Abuse
Services; The Memorial Union; UM Campus
Living Peer Educator and Program Office

For Men By Men
Ti
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Financial needs are now criteria for admissions
MEDFORD,Mass.(AP)— The American

tradition that smartstudents who work hard can
goto any college they desire is going dte way of
the little red schoolhouse,educators say.
More and more private universities say
they can no longer afford to ignore a prospective student's finances when making
admissions decisions.
At Tufts University, which sent out acceptance letters last week, officials denied
admission this year to some otherwise-qualified students whocould not afford the tuition
and did not qualify for scarce financial aid.
It became apparent that, for a small
number of these students, it would be are
empty gesture," said David Cuttinow, diY
rector of admissions.
Long proud of their need-blind admissions policies, even elite and Ivy League
schools may soon close the door on qualified applicants who can't afford to pay.

With the price of four years at a
prestigious private college now
exceeding
$100,0(X), it is not only poor students
who
are being frozen out.
"A number of schools have been
doing
their best to meet the need of all students
regardless oftheir circumstances,but this
has
been a dwindling number," said Richard
Rosser,president ofthe National Associat
ion
of Independent Colleges and Universi
ties.
The Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, which lost an antitrust case last year
over its practice of sharing financial aid
information with competing schools,argued
it was only this cooperation that allowed the
group to accept all qualified candidates without regard rl income.
"The only way we can maintain need-blind
admission is ifthere is not a wide-open bidding
war," said spokesman Ken Campbell.
The same arpiment will be part of the

university's appeal of the ruling, scheduled
to be heard in May.
One Ivy League school, Brown University, admits needy applicants on a firstcome, first-served basis. The policy has
been the subject of protests from students,
who complain it has a disproportionate effect on qualified minorities. The university
says its relatively small endowment limits
the amount of aid it has available.
Other schools that claim to have needblind admission nonetheless deny financial
aid to some ofthe students they've accepted.
effectively preventing them from coming.
Cornell University last week canceled a
plan to ration financial aid for next year's
freshmen because the need was not as great as
first predicted. Still, 4 percent of admitted
students are on a waiting list for scholarships.
Tufts ran out of financial aid last year,
and 30 students were denied admission he-

cause there wasn't any money left.
"Students should be admitted to the best
college in which they can compete,predicated only on their academic ability, not their
economic status. That's always been the tradition in this country," said John Dilliaggio,
president at Tufts, where undergraduate tuition, room and board will cost $24.962 next
year."But that certainly is going to be endangered at many institutions."
A survey of 3,500 high school seniors by
the National Association of College AdmissionsCounselors found 29percent hoped to go
toafour-year,liberal artscollege or university,
but only 17 percent thought they would. The
major reason: cost, which has eclipsed location,academic reputation and social life as the
No. 1 reason for choosing a college.
Two-thirds of students at independent
colleges and universities depend on some
form of financial aid.
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Court orders parents to help pay for jail costs

COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)— Making parents chip in for their delinquent children's
jail costs angers many who say it's an unfair
double-whammy for the working poor.
Supporters say parental responsibility
doesn't end at home.
Since Februrary, the local prosecutor
has been asking judges to order the payments, based on a family's income. Some
who have been hit with the charges call the
program unfair.
"If I'm working, and I'm a taxpayer, I
shouldn't have to pay twice," said Karen
Wigfall,who was ordered to pay $34 a week
while her 15-year-old son awaited trial on
drug and weapons charges.
But the initiative has its supporters as well.
Catherine Brooks, who turned in the 14year-old grandson she's raising for stealing
her Christmas money,paid $100 during the
month he was jailed.
"\A"hile he's paying, I'll be paying. So
we'll both remember," she said. "I don't
think we should rely on taxpayers to feed
our children."
Solicitor Dick Harpootlian, whose two-

county district includes the state capital,
defended the principle behind his effort.
"If you're looking at (juvenile justice,
as treatment, why shouldn't the parent participate in that?" he said last week. "Too
many people were looking at it as punishment when it's not. It's support."
Under pressurefrom critics,Harpootlian
has stopped asking for money from parents
of children awaiting trial, but will seek retroactive payments if the child is convicted.
The local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People said Harpootlian "effectively declared war" on blacks because many children held are poor and black.
"This ... will, in effect, do more to destroy the family than it will to help," chapter
President Adel! Adams said.
Yet two black legislators have sponsored a bill to make Harpootlian's tactic part
of state law.
Others say it discriminates against women who are more likely to head single-parent
households and have children in trouble
saying that parents ought not
"No

be responsible," said Kevin Gray,American
Civil Liberties Union state chapter president.
"It's that the state ought not be in the business
of !.2termining what's responsible."
Similar attempts to make parents pay
were found unconstitutional in California,
said David Lambert,a lawyer at the National Center for Youth Law in San Francisco.
The courts said detention was a public function, but left open the possibility parents
could be charged for things like their children's food, he said.
Outofabout20parents Harpootlian took
to Family Courtin the first month,five or six

were told to pay, he said. Most of the rest
were too poor. He has about 30 new cases
with hearings pending this week.
Harpootlian said the paymentscover only
a fraction of the $30 to $100 per day that
counties and the state spend on juvenile
confinement.
Family Court Judge Robert Burnside,
who has issued some of the payment orders,
said adults may need to feel the bite to
remind them of their responsibilities.
"Some of these parents, you could send
the kids away and they could care less,"
Burnside said.
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3-4 bedroom townhouse
apartments
with baseboard heat
Hill and Crosby Street, Orono
1./2 mile from campus
fully applianced w/ dishwasher,1 1/2 baths, heat
under $500, chemical free

Call 866--17s5.
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•Rememberance
•Cult report
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assassination mourned
only lasted two minutes

ATLANTA (AP)— Twenty-five years
of a gun."
after an assassin's bullet cut short the life of
WACO,Texas(AP)— Federal authorThe Rev. Joseph Lowery, head of the
Original accounts of the Feb. 28 clash
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., his widow
Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
ities defending the raid that led to a 38-day indicated45-minutesofsteady gunfire.
Four
spoke out against the violence she said has
placed a wreath on King's tomb on a plaza
standoff between their agents and David ATF agents and at least two cult memb
ers
made life in America's cities "as cheap as
adjacent to the church to a chorus of"We
Koresh's Branch Davidian religious cult died in the battle as KW agents
attempted
the price of a gun."
Shall Overcome."
now say the gunfire lasted just two furious to serve search and arrest warrants
at the
At ceremonies and services around the
minutes — not 45.
"Stop the killing. End the violence," he
compound.
nation Sunday,civil rights leaders reminded
exhorted the crowd. "Let us turn to each
"We estimate that all of the injuries
Meanwhile,federal negotiators have exa racially charged nation that King's dream
other instead of on each other."
suffered to our agents and the four fatali- pressed optimism that Koresh
and his folof a totally color-blind society has yet to be
ties all occurred within approximately the lowers will end the standoff after
The service was part of a campaign by
Passover.
realized.
the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Nonfirst two minutes of the firefight," David
The Jewish observance of Passover
In the past year, racial tensions have violen
Troy,intelligence chiefofthe U.S. Bureau began Monday night, altho
t Sccial Change and the SCLC,which
ugh federal neerupted into violence in Los Angeles. Las
King founded,to rid the nation's inner cities
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, said gotiators were uncertain
about when the
Vegas, San Francisco, Seattle, Atlanta and
of weapons.
Monday.
cult actually begins its celebration of its
New York.
People in Atlanta were asked to bring
"From that point on, it was a standoff highest holy day and how
long it lasts.
Americans still haven't learned the dan- their
situation where our people were pinned
guns to the SCLC, which paid $50
"After Passover can be an indefinite periger of "having large segments of society
apiece for 21 Frearms.
down.'
od of time," said FBI agent Dick Swensen.
with no stake in it," the Rev. Jesse Jackson
One of the largest tributes took place
told a church audience in Pasadena, Calif.
Sunday at Mason Temple in Memphis,where
King was shot April 4, 1968, at the King
gave his last speech the night before he •Backslide
Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tenn., where was
killed.
he was staying while in town to organize a
"We have not overcome," Mayor W.W.
sanitation workers'strike. James Earl Ray is
Herenton, who became the city's first black
serving a 99-year prison sentence for the
elected mayor in 1991, told some 4,000
NEW YORK(AP) — Blame it on the
The most pronounced impact appeared
killing.
people."We still have racism,bigotry,pov- weather.
to be on the March unemployment figures
King's widow,Coretta Scott King,spoke erty,joble
That's the interpretation many experts released Frida
ssness,homelessr ess and greed."
y by the Labor Department,
Sunday at a memorial service at Ebenezer
A poll published Sunday found 52 per- gave when confronted with last week's which show
ed thatjob growth vanished in
Baptist Church in Atlanta, where her hus- cent
of black respondents believe race rela- slew of bad economic news.
March after a large gain the month before.
band was once co-pastor.
tions in the United States are the same or
America'sjob growth stalled in March. The drop came
largely because of 59,000
"The war in Vietnam has been replaced worse
than they were in 1968. Forty-five Factory output slowed. Exports weakened. lost const
ructi
on
jobs. The department
by an undeclared war in our central cities, a perce
ntthought things had improved. Among Anxious consumers grew so thrifty that the blamed the
weath
er.
war being fought by gangs with guns over white
s,42 percent felt things were the same maker of the best-selling smoke slashed
That left the national unempIoyment
drugs,- virs. King said. "The value of life or
worse and 54 percent felt things were prices to battle cheap generics.
rate
stuck at 7.0 percent, or about 8.8 milin our c! _ss has become as cheap as the price better
.
Forecasters agreed the economy seems lion Ameri
cans out of work.
to be losing a burst of stamina that proAnother disturbing sign was a slowduced the best growth in four years in the down
among American manufacturing for
final three months of 1992.
the second straight month,as calculated in
Still, most regard the picture of weak- a widel
y followed monthly survey from the
ness that emerged last week as a respite, not
National Association of Purchasing Mana relapse. Many blamed it on the unusually
agement, a corporate trade group.
harsh weather, particularly a mid-March
The survey further showed that exports
storm that pummeled the Eastern Seaboard.
weakened considerably, a reflection of the
"There's kind of a giant question mark
falling demand for American goods overseas.
hanging over the March data," said Giulio
In another widely followed survey, the
Martini, an economist with the securities
Conference Board business research group
research firm ofSanford C. Bernstein & Co.
said consumer confidence in the economy
in New York. "We know the weather was
dropped sharply in March for the second
unseasonably bad. We know it had an impact
straight month.The drop reflected rising conon the numbers, but it's impossible to say
sumer anxiety overjob security and the proshow much."
pect of higher taxes under President Clinton.

Economy continues to fall

The Maine Campus

is now accepting applications
for the position of editor.
Applicants must have at least
one semester of writing
experience at The Campus and
a minimum 2.5 gpa.
Applications are available at
the paper and are due by
Friday, April 16.
Call 581-1271 for more
information.

Stunning performance at an affordable
price, Too good to
be true' Not wen you believe that
quality is number one
At GT, quality is its own reward.

Bike 36A Main St.
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Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates
.
You took endless tests and endured more allfighters than you can remember It's time to receive
the credit you're due — savings on the Ford car or
truck of your choice.
And your Ford dealer can help. Right now you can
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993
Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other incentives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18000 NISRP

You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.
This offer is available to college grads, grad school
graduates and grad school students graduating
between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993.
So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up
some extra credit — big savings on a Ford car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

NEW ENGLAND
FORD
FORD DEALERS
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•Caught

11 day manhunt ends with help from bartender

MARTINSBUR
(
3, W.Va. (AP) — A
fugitive captured at a. bar after an 11day
spree that police said included sexual
assaults and abductions said Sunday he stopp
ed
for a drink because he was lonely after days
in the woods.
"Ijust wanted to be around somebody,"
Randy Eugene McBee said at one of two
arraignments.
McBee was arrested Saturday night at
the Jolly Joker Tavern, where he had been
drinking for three hours, after an unidentified man accompanying him told a waitress
he was being held against his will.
"I just kept going out making sure that
they had a drink so that they would stay,
"
the waitress, Beckie Cunningham, said of
the two men.

Bartender Dennis Owens called police.
Three undercover troopers surprised McBee
from behind,slamming his head to the table
and throwing him to the floor.
McBee, 38, a convicted burglar from
nearby Berkeley Springs, had been the
subject of an exhaustive search in Maryland. Virginia and West Virginia's Eastern Panhandle after he escaped March 23
from a work -release center at Church Hill,
Md.
Police suspect McBee of sexually assaulting three women, taking at least four
people hostage and stealing cars, weapons
and cash.
McBee was arraigned on charges of kidnapping, armed robbery, grand larceny and
daytime burglary,in addition to a Maryland

fugitive warrant. Other charges, including
sexual assault, will be taken before a grand
jury, prosecutors said.
At Berkeley County Magistrate Court,
McBee told The Associated Press he spent
most of his time on the run in the woods of
West Virginia's hilly Eastern Panhandle,
sleeping outside.
Asked why he went on a crime spree, he
said: "I keep asking myself that, too. I
don't know. Something snapped inside of
me."
"If I did anybody wrong,I'm sorry," he
said.
He was later arraigned a second time in
Morgan County, where the charges originated, then returned to jail in Martinsburg
without bail.

State police Sgt. Greg Stevens said a .38caliber revolver and knife were confiscated
from him.
The unidentified man with McBee at the
bar was released. Authorities would not say
whether he had been held hostage.
On Friday, McBee allegedly broke into a
couple's home, held them hostage for 14
hours, raped the 79-year-old woman and
robbed them before fleeing in their car, state
police said.
He allegedly raped another woman
Thursday and stole her car.
Police believe McBee also sexually assaulted a woman in Church Hill, Md., took
two guns and ammunition from a house and
stole a car later recovered near Berkeley
Springs.

Hubbard Farms
I

Luxur;ous Two Bec,-oom
Townhouses
*Oak Spiral Stairs
*Skylights
•Z Dathrooms
•Washer/Dryer on Each Unit
*Fireplace
*Quiet. Peaceful Setting
*Maximum Students per Unit

Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bld. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781

Now Taking Applications
for May and September
Occupancy

Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446

ELECTROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwa
nted hair removal
for men and women
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFF
ORDABLE
Free Consultations

ELEVEJIl

1

Busch

1 / 2 Barrels
$27.59.tax& deposit

36.99thi& deposit

y

Budweiser
Suitcases

1

Natural Light

1/4 Barrels

ftximikvq.ocuan.
_c_retttes

Monarch
Cigarette Cartons

$9.99 Kings

12.99+tax & deposit

810.49 100's
- - —
tory fo..o•
°MIMS.
more Moor Irroto eft.
1.11.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
Mt Dew, Dr Pepper & 7 Up
12 packs

s2.99.t.1.deposit
Happy Easter!
Specials good until 4j30/93.

4101411.rSdaiIke
College

Night Party!
- No cover charge with college
1D!
16oz Coors Light Draft Pints
$1.50!
Well drinks
$1.50!

Win prizes and surpr1se:31
Finnegans, the most fun
you'll have tonight!
23 FRANKLIN ST. DOWNTOWN
BANGOR
942-9194

State ID required

April "Steal Deals"
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• Carolina celebrates NCAA title
• Reggie White to sign with Green Bay
• Coach Walsh inks 2 year contract exte
nsion

The Campus •UMaine hockey
Sports Ticker Kariya, Montgomery share bond on and office
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

Ruling expected in
several weeks on
Wolford case
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— An arbitrator will rule within several weeks whether
Indianapolis or Buffalo has the rights to
offensive tackle Will Wolford.
The NFL said the Bills have "provisionally agreed" to match the Colts'threeyear deal reportedly worth at least $7.65
million, depending on the resolution of a
dispute concerning the contract's "escalator clause."
Buffalo can retain Wolford by matching the offer, but the Bills maintained that
a clause stipulating that Wolford must be
paid at least equal to his team's highestpaid offensive player was unfair and sought
arbitration.

When University of
Maine hockey stars Paul
Kariya and Jim Montgomery hooked up for three
unforgettable
third-period goals in UMaine's
come-from behind 5-4 NCAA Championship
game victory over Lake Superior State
Saturday, it
was obvious to all what a specia
l connection
the pair has on the ice.
What may not be so obvious is the
close
bond that Kariya and Montg
omery share
off of the ice.

Quite simply, Montgomery, the Black
Bears senior leader and all-time leading
scorer, has taken to the splendid freshman
Kariya as if he were a member of his own
family.
"Jim is like a big brother to me," an
emotional Kariya said Fri(14 as he was
presented the Hobey Baker Award as college hockey's top player."lie has taken mc
under his wing and led me through my first
year of college hockey. I wouldn't be here
now without his support."
In fact, the whole Montgomery family
seems to have adopted Kariya as one of
their own.

Witness Dorothy Montgomery- Jim's
perky mother- shrieking in delight, then
running up and kissing Paul as he made his
way through a raucous UMaine crowd up to
the podium to accept the Hobey.
Wouldn't Jim. also Hobey finalist, be
disappointed that he hadn't won the award
himself? And wouldn't he be just a little bit
upset seeing his own mother so thrilled that
somebody else had won? Sure, it was his
teammate, but still...
"Oh no," Dorothy Montgomery said as
she waited for the post-presentation mob
Sec BOND on page 23
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HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (AP) — Ken
O'Brien,the New York Jets starting quarterback for much of the past nine y ears.
was traded to the Green Bay Packers for a
mid-round draft choice.

Sawamatsu, Shriver
advance; other tennis action
TOKYO(AP)— Second-seeded Naoko Sawamatsu of Japan beat compatriot
Mami Donoshiro 6-3,6-3 and third-seeded Pam Shriver defeated fellow American
Marianne Werdel 6-4, 6-4 in the first
round of the Japan Open
In men's first-round matches, ninthseeded Brett Steven of New Zealand beat
Tommy Ho of the United States 7-6(7-5),
6-3 and 10th-seeded David Wheaton of
the United States defeated Ryilso Tsiijino
of Japan 6-4, 6-3.
OSAKA.Japan(AP)— Mark Keil of
the United States and Cristo Van Rensburg of Souh Africa beat third-seeded
Glenn Michibata of Canada and David
Pate of the United States 7-6(1-21. 6-3 in
the rain -delayed doubles final in the Salem Open.
PLANTATION,Fla.(AP)— Chanda
Rubin of the United States beat Christelle
Fauche of S.vivziland 6-1,6-3 iii the first
round of the Bausch and Lomb Championships.
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FAIRFAX, Va.(AP) — Paul Westhead, who coached the Los Angeles Lakers to th.. NBA championship in 1980.
signed a five-year contract with George
Mason. He replaces Ernie Nestor, who
resigned March 8 following a second
straight 7-21 season. Wes:la:ad also
coachedlaSalle,Loyola Mary mount,and
the NBA's Chicago Bulls and Denver
uggets.

Dorothy Montgomery, mother of UMaine hockey star Jim
Montgomery, congratulates Paul Kariya at
the Hobey
presentation Friday.(Kiesow photo.)

•College hoops

UNC celebrates after championship victory

NEW ORLEANS(AP) — Hours after
the North Carolina Tar Heels put an unneccesary stamp of success on Dean Smith's
coaching resume, players from the new
national champions soaked up the glory
v. ith a walking tour of a madhouse Bourbon Street.
l'he learn they had beaten 77-71 Monday
night and sent to the trivia books on the
pages occupied by the likes of Fran Tarkenton and John Elway.the Michigan Wolverines. did the same.
Turn toward the roar and see 7-footer
Inc Montross, his obviously brand new
baseball-Style cap proclaiming "North
Carolina, National Champions" high
bo% e the crowd,being swarmed for autographs, picture requests and a few veryhigh fives
The same noise around the corner meant the
Michigan faithful had spotted Chris Webber,
their All-Amencan forward who had been so

brilliant for almost an entire game
He accepted every pat on the back gracefully and almost smiled at Tar Heels' fans
who would walk by screaming "Timeout.
Timeout!"
Players from both sides deserved all that
adulation and more after a great national
championship game. but Webber, who had
23 points and 11 rebounds,will forever wear
the goat horns for a mistake that would have
been forgotten in a week had it happened in
a game in late January.
les doubtful the extra timeout he called
with 11 seconds to play and Michigan down
73-71 will be his basketball trademark forever since he's one of the most talented
players in the sport.
"I hope he doesn't feel he is to blame for
the loss as you can't blame one guy for the
game," North Carolina's Pat Sullivan said.
"He played a great game and really was
unfortunate down the end."

The timeout that wasn't there meant a
technical foul and Donald Williams, made
the two free throws and added two more
with eight seconds left to make Smith the
coach of the NCAA champion for the second time in his 32-year career.
He is one of four active coaches to have
won more than one title and only John
Wooden. Adolph Rupp and Bob Knight are
ahead on the all-time list.
He is second on the all time victory list
and no one has won more NCAA tournament games than his 55.
Smith has taken nine teams to Final
Fours but his only previous title came in
1982 in the same building as his latest and
that,too, had a final-seconds mistake by the
other team.
"Neither one necessarily meant we
wouldn't win," he said. "It's all part of the

See UNC on page 23
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•Jim Litke column

Dean Smith finally gets what he deserves: anothe

NEW ORLEANS(AP)— The syst
em
changes subtly every season, the faces
that
make it go a few seasons after that.
He is the constant,solid and stolid,whic
h
might explain why Dean Smith is taken
for
granted. And why,at North Carolina,reall
y
good never quite seemed good enough.
Smith did not bounce, throw, shoot, or
so much as touch a basketball Mond
ay
night. But he won this national champion
ship as surely as he won his first one
11
years ago in a town that is no stranger
to
strange happenings and voodoo is almost
a
participation sport.
Skeptics will note that Georgetown's
Fred Brown was the strange happening,the
youthful mistake waiting to happen back
then, as Michigan's Chris Webber surely
will be regarded now. And they will remind
us Smith had Michael Jordan and James
Worthy on his side back in 1982,and that he

had Donald Williams and Eric Montross
this night.
But the fact remains that Smith — more
than the freak plays nearly a dozen years
apart, more than the pro players who grace
his bench for a time — was the only constant.
Overlook for a moment the strategy and
the helter-skelter substitutions that wore
down Michigan's awesomely talented kiddie corps. Ignore the choreography that
goes into an offense that produced the opportunities Williams cashed in with one
silky jumper after another. Assume even
the desire and the resilience Carolina displayed on both ends ofthe court came from
within.
Throw it all out and even then,this much
still must be said; Smith has managed to be
in the right place at the right time. And now
it has happened often enough that even his

r title

fiercest critics can't call it coincidence.
Smith is a proud man, though rarely in
public — one more reason why the success
is bestowed on everybody else. And when
someone asked about personal satisfaction,
this was as close as he could come to bragging;
"We might not be the best," he said.
"but we're the champions."
What he still didn't have Monday night,
however, was an apology from the same
group that has slighted him season after
accomplished season.The same people who
vote his teams to the top of the polls every
season, but somehow can't scrape together
enough votes to make him Coach of the
Year. And this year, of all years, they
couldn't even scrape together enough votes

to get him past the nominating ballot.
At age 62,after 32 years at Chapel Hiii,
Smith is nearing that stage in his life and his
work when his legacy is becoming very,
very 'mportant. He will not admit that he
knov.s — and that he could recite completely — the numbers that provide resonance to
that life's work. So here they are:
More games won than any Division I
coach except Adolph Rupp. Thirteen Atlantic Coast Conference titles outright,seven others shared. Eighteen straight NCAA
tournament appearances. The final 16 for
12 straight seasons, nine final fours. A top
10 team in the final AP poll for 10 straight
years. More graduates than most people
have time to read about.
And now,two national championships.

!'• Reggie White sweepstakes

UMaine baseball swept3of White agrees to deal with Packers
4 from UNH this weekend.
Softball did not play. Please,
please snow,go away

GREEN BAY.Wis.(AP)— The Pack- Browns,
;caving just the the Packers and
ers today announced an agreement to bring San
Francisco 49ers in the chase for his
seven-time All-Pro defensive cod Reggie set v ices.
White to Green Bay.
The Packers were reportedly ready to
"We have agreed to terms in principle offer $17
million over four years while the
with Reggie White," said Mike Reinfeldt, 49ers
, limited by free-agent restrictions
the Packers' chief financial officer.
because they were in the league's final four
The signing came after the Philadelphia teams this
year, had a $19.5 million, fiveEagles' seven-time All-Pro defensive end year
deal on the table.
apparently reached an impasse with the
White has been the premier player availWashington Redskins and Cleveland able
in this first year of free agency.
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WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
1-800-639=5150
(7AM-6:30PM)

NOW
OPEN
THE NEW DAMN YANKEE
Featuring:

Columbo Frozen Yogurt
Ben & Jerry's Hand Dipped
Ice Cream
Damn Yankee Entrees
Taco Bell Express
Damn Yankee Salad Bar
Beverages and Snacks
SECOND FLOOR, MEMORIAL UNI
ON
CASH, MAINECARD DINING FUNDS
& MAINECARD CAMPUS FUNDS
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game. I've often said you have to be lucky
and good."
Webber met the media and took the
blame for the mental lapse that meant the
Wolverines were the last team to lose a
game for the second straight year after losing to Duke 71-51 last season with five
freshman starters.
"At that point ofthe game we can't point
any fingers," Michigan forward Juwan
Howard said.
"We're not frustrated for one thing.
We should be proud and happy. I know we
are. Our team has been through a long
road and great times and great games. We
can hold our heads up proudly. We have

two years left and we're
not going to give
up."
"Both teams were terrific,"
said Michigan coach Steve Fisher
, who was in his
third national championsh
ip game in just
five years.
"This team would not have
been here
without Chris Webber.People that
care about
him, their hearts go out to him."
"It's something we set out to
do every
year, to win the national
championship,"
Smith said.
I'm pleased we've been a nation
al contender for a number of years. It is exciti
ng to
say It's over: we won it.' We
might not be
the best but we're the champions.
"
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around Kariya to leave so she could congratulate him once again."Jimmy wasn't disappointed, he-really was happy for Paul. He's
like another son to me and like a brother to
Jimmy. He even sent a tape he made himself
in to the selection committee saying why Paul
should win."
Say what?
"Yeah, I sent one in," Jim admitted. "It
was made up of his highlights, so the voters
who hadn't got to see him play.There was no
doubt that Paul was the best player in college
hockey this year,and his winning it builds up
the Hobey and will make it more prestigious.
Besides, it wouldn't have been fair if someone else had won."
Are these guys great or what? Dorothy
Montgomery sure thinks so.
"Jimmy took Paul into his apartment
over(semester)break when he had to move
out of the dorm,and our family got to know
him well. He's such a nice, polite boy. and
so intelligent. I know Jimmy loves Paul, I
do, and I love him too. He's one of my
boys."
Sounds like one big Hobey - er, happy family.
Black Bear Notes:Shawr Walsh will be
back next year. The Black Bear coach has
signed a two-year extension through 199697 for a reported 10 percent raise, dispelling
rumors that he would leave Orono and accept a more lucrative offer at the Universit
of Massachusetts...In the history of UMaine

hockey,just nine rookies have scored
over
50 points-four of them this season. Fresh
men Paul Kariya(100),Chris Ferraro(51),
Peter Ferraro (50) and sophomore Mike
Latendresse (51) reached or passed the
half-century mark...A number of UMaine
nnderclassmen will be deciding on their
respective futures very soon. Junior forward Pat Tardif will probably turn pro and
sign with the St. Loius Blues. Classmate
Matt Martin, a defenseman, may sign with
the Toronto Maple Leafs, while goalie Mike
Dunham announced in September that he
will forego his senior year to sign with the
New Jersey Devils.

RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call
1-800-932.0528, Ext.65

Cubs 1, Braves 0
CHICAGC (AP) — Jose Guzman almost made his debut with the Chicago Cubs
one of the most memorab'• of all-time.
Guzman (1-0) was within one out of a
no-hitter Tuesday when Atlanta's Otis Nixon singled and the Cubs held on to beat the
Braves 1-0.
Mark Lemke and pinch-hitter Francisco
Cabrera led off the ninth inning with easy
outs. Nixon singled to left field to deny the
Cubs their first no-hitter since Milt Pappas
beat the San Diego Padres on Sept. 2, 1972
at Wrigley Field.
Guzman,signed as a free agent from the
Texas Rangers in December,finished with a
on'-hitter for his fourth career shutout. It
was his 24th complete game.
The Cubs scored in the first inning off
John Smoltz(0-1). Rey Sanchez doubled to
left field with one out and scored on Grace's
single to right.

Angels 3,Brewers 1
ANAHEIM,Calif.(AP)— Mark Langston pitched a three-hitter Tuesday and led
the California Angels past the Milwaukee
Brewers 3-1.
Langston (1-0) helped himself by picking off three runners. He struck out seven
and walked three.
J.T. Snow homered in his first game for
the Angels and Gary DiSarcina also connected. Greg Vaughn homered for M ilwaukee.
Snow,acquired in the trade tnat sent Jim
Abbott to the New York Yankees in the
offseason, broke a scoreless tie by hitting a
home run off Bill Wegman (0-1) in the
fourth inning.
Snow had two hits in four at-bats Tuesday.
The Angels made it 3-0 in the fifth when
Damion Easley got an infield hit and DiSarcina homered.

Stillwater Village Apartments

Now renting for September 1, 1993
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments. Heat & hot water included.
Stove, refrigerator, dish washer, garbage disposal, laundry facilities
on property.
Some pets allowed on first floor apartments.
1 bedroom units $370/month
2 bedroom units $525/month
3 bedroom units $660/month

856-2558

First month rent paid now will guarantee apartment for Sept
ember 1.
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